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Introduction
The Joint Risk Management Section of the Society of Actuaries (SOA), the Casualty Actuarial Society
(CAS) and the Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA), in collaboration with the International Network
of Actuaries in Risk Management (IN-ARM), are pleased to release our third essay e-book, this time
addressing “Risk Metrics for Decision Making and ORSA.”
This e-book contains 18 topical essays that express the opinions and thoughts of a number of authors
on the subject. An essay is understood herein to essentially represent a short non-fiction form of writing expressing the often subjective opinion of the author. It should be understood that the thoughts
and insights shared herein are not necessarily those of the Society of Actuaries, the Casualty Actuarial
Society, the Canadian Institute of Actuaries, or corresponding employers of the essayists.
The insurance regulatory framework is evolving around the world. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners’ (NAIC’s) Own Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA) initiative in the United States
appears to be echoing the Solvency II ORSA in Europe; both intending to comply with the Insurance
Core Principles of the International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS). The intent of these
essays is to generate discussion and debate surrounding the principles and ideas underpinning the
ORSA initiative and the risk metrics used for decision making. Different points of view are presented
and have been welcome.
In Owen Stein and Anthony Shapella’s essay, “Undertand ORSA Before Implementing It,” they emphasize
the responsibility of the company and going beyond regulatory compliance, which in turn is advocated by
the Sam Gutterman, Brian Paton and Sunil Sen essay, “More than Regulatory Compliance.” On the contrary, Stephen D’Arcy’s essay “Clarifying Uncertainty” advocates for an ORSA template prescribed by the
regulator for comparability purposes. It could be argued that this notion is contrary to what is intended in
the current draft proposal of the NAIC. Loïc Chenu’s essay titles, “Some Key Questions an ORSA Should
Answer,” attempts to bring both of these bipolar views under consideration in referencing the differences
and intentions of the ORSA process, company-specific considerations, and the nature of the ORSA report
itself as it relates to appropriate disclosure.
What one can glean from reading these essays may be perhaps that there should not be one way to
do an ORSA. What seems to be a common understanding from the essays is that there needs to be:
•

•

An internal risk management process (called either enterprise risk management (ERM) or
ORSA) that covers both the observation and assessment of the entire business landscape,
from risk identification to risk measurement to risk reporting, and the corresponding actions
one can take that influence, prospectively, this landscape, considering risk appetite, business strategy and capital management.
Multiple communication outputs, tailored to each audience, to share the risk transparency
of the company. The multiplicity of audiences prompts the need for proper framing of the
resultant communication consistent with the “eyes” of the beholder. This communication
could be called, say, the ORSA report or ORSA template.

We hope these essays will provide thought-provoking discussion and commentary in the months
and years to come.
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Introduction continued
It is with great pleasure to congratulate the three articles voted the top three essays in our Call. It
carries a cash bonus as well as an invitation to speak at the next ERM symposium in 2013.
1
1.

“Understand ORSA Before Implementing It” – Anthony Shapella/Owen Stein

2
2.

“Effective Resilience and Interdisciplinary Approaches to Risk” – Rick Gorvett

3.
3

“Focusing on Own Risk of the ORSA Process” – Max Rudolph

ST

nd

rd

TRUE OBJECTIVE OF RISK MANAGEMENT
These essays address the philosophies considering the “real” objectives and considerations of risk
management. As was learned from our earlier series of essays, most risks that manifest themselves
are not directly caused by any exogenous event, but rather from the decisions, biases, and behaviors
of people. Although often called the “softer” side of ERM, it mostly makes up the ‘harder” side of
contingent consequences, as learned from the financial crises.
05 How to Make Sure that You Take the Right Road to ERM, by Dave Ingram.
08 Vounó Borealis (Mountain Wind), by Jason B. Sears
11	Too Good to Be True, by Victoria Grossack
15 Minimally Destructive Scenarios and Cognitive Bias, by Mary Pat Campbell
18 “Effective Resilience” and Interdisciplinary Approaches to Risk, by Rick Gorvett

STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT
Multiple groups have keen interest and insight in the insurance industry, usually resulting in divergent
points of view. What the regulatory authorities expect out of an initiative may be quite different from
the expectations and/or needs of the other stakeholders (e.g., shareholders, policyholders, employees, management). The primary focus of these two essays reflects the thoughts underlying these
potentially divergent expectations.
21	Clarifying Uncertainty, by Stephen P. D’Arcy
24	Is ORSA a Good Move for All the Stakeholders? by Yayuan Ren and Jianwei Xie

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF WHAT ORSA IS
What is ORSA? What is ERM? These essays attempt to address these questions directly, and in relation to the other, through various similar and sometimes different perspectives.
27 More than Regulatory Compliance, by Sam Gutterman, Brian Paton and Sunil Sen
31	Focusing on Own Risk of the ORSA Process, by Max Rudolph
34 Understand ORSA Before Implementing It, by Anthony Shapella and Owen Stein
38	Some Key Questions an ORSA Should Answer, by Loïc Chenu
40	Effective Risk-Based Decision Making: ORSA and Beyond, by Guillaume Briere-Giroux and
Mark Scanlon
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Introduction continued
MODELS AND MEASURES
The following essays consider the wide range of modeling and quantification aspects underlying a company’s
ORSA. Issues discussed range from assessing the risk of a particular model being wrong and its corresponding
miscommunication minefield to considering what the “true-and-pure” measure of risk ought to be, and whether
that can be even agreed on.
44	Arbitrage-Free Perspective on Economic Capital Calibration, by David Wang
47 How an Insurance Company Can Better Measure and Understand its “Own Risks,” by Russell Sears
49	The Actuary’s Use of Catastrophe Models in ORSA, by Anders Ericson and Kay Cleary
52	Company Management’s Reaction Capacity and Management Actions: Need and Difficulty to Take These
into Account in ORSA, by Stephane Loisel
55 Risk Metrics for Decision Making and ORSA, by Stephen J. Strommen
58	Economic Capital, Countercyclicality and a “Plausible” ORSA, by Evren Cubukgil and Wilson Ling
We hope that this e-book generates further thought and discussion. What are your takeaways?
We welcome further commentary, editorials and rebuttals to add to our continuing thought leadership on the topic.
Enjoy!
Best wishes,
David Schraub, FSA, MAAA, AQ, SOA/CAS/CIA
Joint Risk Management Council Member
Robert F Wolf, FLAS, CERA, ASA, MAAA Staff Partner,
SOA/CAS/CIA Joint Risk Management Section Council
On behalf of the Joint Risk Management Section Council of the Society of Actuaries, Casualty Actuarial Society,
Canadian Institute of Actuaries
In collaboration with the International Network of Actuaries in Risk Management.
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How to Make Sure that You Take the Right Road to Enterprise
Risk Management
by Dave Ingram
Without clarity on that simple statement, management can-

“If you don’t know where you are going, any

not form a risk appetite. And one way of defining ERM

road takes you there” – Lewis Carroll

is the set of management practices that the company un-

dertakes to keep the company’s risk within its risk appetite

Many firms have charged ahead to creating an enterprise

while achieving other corporate goals. Risk appetite is the

risk management (ERM) program. Some never get to the

fulcrum on which ERM balances. Without a risk appetite,

end of the development process. Others get to the starting

ERM is like a fancy new car with no tires. It cannot achieve

line, but have that unsatisfying, “Is that all there is?” feeling

anything meaningful because the definition of achievement

about their ERM. A few firms are highly satisfied with their

is missing.

ERM programs, but it is quite possible that satisfaction is
more the result of luck than planning.

The management group is not done when it has defined

this one aspect of its risk objective. There is more. The ad-

Much of this discontent is the direct consequence of a lack

ditional objectives of risk management that have been ad-

of clarity of direction of the ERM process. It is not enough

opted by firms for their risk management programs fall into

to say that you want to manage risks. Management is the

seven categories:

process of directing people and resources to achieve business objectives, so “risk management” cannot itself be an
objective. To create a risk management program that you

1. Compliance with rating agency and/or regulatory

a reason or reasons for the risk management program.

2. Measuring risk—most often for the purpose of deter-

standards.

are happy with requires that you have both an objective and

mining the necessary amount of capital required for
the risks of the firm.

A firm like an insurer, whose primary business is risk tak-

ing, needs to be clear whether it expects, over the next plan-

3. Diversifying risk—assuring that the firm does not

is, to increase the riskiness of the firm; (b) increase capital

risks or methodologies that might result in the failure

have any excessive concentrations of exposure to

ning period, to: (a) grow risk faster than its capital—that

of the firm.

faster than its risk, thereby increasing the security of the

firm; or (c) grow risk and capital in tandem to maintain

4. Loss controlling—controlling the risk exposures to

security and riskiness.

control the loss potential of the business.

5. Pricing risk—exploiting risk by assuring that the
margins for risks accepted are adequate to achieve

Many insurance company management groups cannot im-

desired levels of return.

mediately say whether one or the other of those three mutually exclusive objectives is being pursued by the insurer. If

6. Risk-reward steering—informing the planning pro-

that is the case, then ERM is much too complicated a next

cess to encourage further investment in the business

step to consider. Management needs to get straight how it

opportunities that produce the best combined return

sees its firm’s riskiness changing as it goes forward.

on risk for the entire firm.
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How to Make Sure that You Take the Right Road … by Dave Ingram

only one of these goals for each risk. In a couple of cases,

7. Supporting success—using the risk management in-

they identified two.

sights and methods to increase the likelihood that
the firm will achieve its objectives and identify new
opportunities.

For insurance risk, four of the firms said that their risk man-

agement goal was to assist in steering their business toward
a better return for risk. One firm said that its goal was to

They all sound great. It would be hard to argue that any

control losses from insurance risk. Two had dual goals.

firm would not want most, or possibly all, of these things

One targeted both risk steering and loss controlling, and the

to happen.

other targeted both risk steering and risk pricing.

However, risk management is still just a management exer-

cise. It is being performed by people—human, fallible peo-

For investment risk, three firms had a single goal: one each

usually perform well when they are given seven somewhat

ing. The other five firms all had two or three goals. Two

for diversification, loss controlling and risk-reward steer-

ple. Teams of people, even risk management teams, cannot

firms targeted diversification, loss controlling and risk-re-

different objectives to achieve.

ward steering all at the same time. For the other two firms,

one favored diversification and loss controlling and the

So management will need to decide. Which of these possi-

other risk-reward steering and loss controlling.

ble ERM goals is the most important? Which are also very
important, and which must therefore fall into the “nice to

Only five of the firms were able to identify an objective for

have” category for now?

their operational risk. Two favored risk measurement and
three loss controlling.

The identification of these ERM objectives might be dif-

ficult to achieve right out of the box. But it is possible to
practice this objective-setting process by identifying the

After identifying those goals, all eight were able to say

firm, and it is usually much easier to identify those objec-

two favored risk steering along with loss controlling; and

what their ERM goals were. Three favored risk steering;

risk management objectives for each of the key risks of the

another one solely loss controlling. One had three goals for

tives for individual risks.

its ERM function: a combination of diversification, loss
controlling and risk steering.

In early 2011, eight insurers volunteered to attempt the

process of identifying their risk management goals for a
standard set of “Key Risks.” These firms were from the

Note that, for this exercise, the objectives of compliance

Kingdom, Germany and Bermuda. Most of them identified

none insisted on adding them.

and supporting success were not offered as choices and

United States, Canada, Australia, Peru, Korea, the United
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With these clear goals and objectives, the risk management

interest in the goal by preparing risk-reward information

make sense for their situations. And they will not waste

capital model.

based upon a less expensive method than an economic

teams can develop the risk management capabilities that
time and money developing capabilities that are not wanted
or needed.

External risk factor models, such as the rating agency mod-

els, the U.S. risk-based capital (RBC) or the Solvency II
standard formula, provide one possible basis for develop-

The firm with the enterprise-level goal of loss controlling

ing trial risk-reward information. Solvency II rules provide

does not need a complicated system of risk evaluation; sim-

a name for an improved process, Undertaking Specific Pa-

ple stress-testing capabilities may suffice. The other seven

rameters (USP). Insurers can use the idea of USPs without

firms did say that they wanted to do risk-reward steering,

necessarily following the exact Solvency II directions by

so they should be interested in developing economic capi-

simply developing their own best approximation for USPs

tal models—the tool of choice for that objective. However,

when they feel that the standard factors are either too high

experience shows that some firms that go through the exer-

or too low for their firm’s actual risks.

cise and expense of developing the economic capital model

find that they do not really want the risk-steering advice.
They find that the risk-reward information, when they get

With a low-cost estimate of risk, risk managers can quickly

it, ends up being their third or fourth or fifth most important

determine whether management now has enough interest

consideration. They find that the risk-reward information is

in the resulting risk and risk/reward information to justify

just not important enough for them to satisfy the Solvency

spending the money to improve the model.

II use test requirement that they felt the need to keep improving the model.

And if not, they can go back to the question of their ERM
goal and find out what management really wants them to

Only two of the seven firms that indicated a preference for

accomplish before developing an ERM system that fits

risk steering actually had an economic capital model fully

someone else’s objectives.

developed and were practicing the risk steering. It might
make sense for them to test their management’s actual

David Ingram, FSA, CERA, FRM, PRM, is executive vice president at Willis Re in New York, N.Y. He can be contacted
at Dave.Ingram@willis.com.
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Vounó Borealis (Mountain Wind)
by Jason B. Sears
won’t get paid, so we optimize risk-taking behavior in-

Sitting on my desk is a picture of my two best friends and

stead of attempting to eliminate it.

me on the slopes of Glacier Peak in Washington state. In
the background are the snow-capped Cascade Mountains,
Seattle and the Puget Sound. Across the sound the Olympic

As an actuary working in enterprise risk management

Mountains cut the sky like a saw blade. The mountains in

(ERM), I believe that mountaineering and ERM are anal-

the Great Northwest are the most beautiful mountains I have

ogous. A chartered enterprise risk analyst (CERA) with

ever seen. I know, first hand, that they are also deceiving.

specialized training in modern risk optimization is like

The relatively low summits mixed with breathtaking beauty

a climber who has been through the rigors of the Moun-

attract myriad mountain climbers with varied skill levels.

taineers’ training courses like Avalanche Awareness and

One wouldn’t assume that these mountains take lives with

First Aid. It is for this reason that I wholeheartedly sup-

disturbing regularity.

port the National Association of Insurance Commissioners’ (NAIC’s) current approach to the Own Risk Solven-

cy Assessment (ORSA). I see the ORSA as a checklist

One spring several years ago, I attempted to summit

of minimum requirements for conducting business to

White Horse Mountain with some friends. While we were

ensure that the participant is fully aware of the inherent

scrambling up a gravelly gully, one of my partners above

risks. At the same time, it allows the participant the de-

me accidentally kicked loose a 300-pound boulder. He

grees of freedom necessary to adapt and innovate. In this

called out, “Rock!” He paused, then yelled again, “Big

way, ORSA is like a mountaineer’s checklist: reminding

rock!” The rock bounced down the gully, and, before I

that it is necessary to carry an ice-axe and a rope with

could move, it bounced off my leg. Needless to say, the

harnesses and trained partners on an expedition, even if

climb was over; but I miraculously survived with only

it is possible that they won’t be needed.

a massive bruise covering the entire left side of my left

leg. I eventually made it down from the mountain alive
because of a combination of experience, first-aid train-

However, it is my opinion that the need for vital balance

ing, trustworthy partners and good luck.

between parsimony and the tendency to be prescriptive
is extant for regulators. Minimum requirements for an
ORSA are undoubtedly good. There are countless stories

Everything we do involves a level of risk. We are con-

of ignorant or overly exuberant people who thought they

stantly performing a mental reckoning of the risk-reward

could summit a peak with pure willpower. The unwitting

payoff. For most climbers, the danger inherent in moun-

amateurs are everywhere, from hills to the most techni-

taineering is understood and accepted because the re-

cal climbs. Often they either die or need to be rescued,

ward of the experience more than outweighs the risk.

at great expense to the taxpayer and at great risk to the

Similarly, as businesspeople, and more specifically as

lives of rescue climbers. A great many of these crises

actuaries, we get paid for taking risks. Actuaries are the

could be avoided by requiring a certification of a mini-

well-trained, skilled and respectful mountaineers of the

mum level of training to be eligible for a rescue.

business world. We understand that if we avoid risks we
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Minimum requirements seem natural, but what about the other

company is considering the most important factors in order

to strictly defined routes, movements, seasons, tools, partners,

mum risk assessment practices and reward best practices.

to ensure long-term stability. The ORSA should outline mini-

extreme? If to qualify for rescue a climber needed to adhere
preventive measures, evasive tactics, et cetera, it quickly becomes obvious that the cure is worse than the disease. No two

There is no magic to minimum requirements. They could

days of mountaineering are ever the same because there are

be as simple as requiring documentation and an actuarial

simply too many variables. As a result, mountaineers make

attestation to indicate that the appropriate risk factors

mistakes, and many of them. Avoiding all mistakes is im-

have been considered. They should not prescribe any

possible. The real skill comes from being able to adapt to a

particular course of action. Business, like mountaineer-

constantly changing situation and the ability to cope with mis-

ing, is never the same from one day to the next, so free-

takes. When taking risks it is imperative to be free to adapt

dom to adapt and innovate is imperative.

and innovate. Regulators should keep in mind that being over-

ly prescriptive eliminates the incentive to think. In ERM, it
would be a shame to waste all of actuaries’ years of rigorous

All constituents will be better served by parsimonious mini-

training in a new way of thinking by turning their career into

mum requirements coupled with the freedom to evolve. This

one where they fulfill the job requirements by checking boxes.

is the current trajectory of the ORSA. It allows companies

to differentiate on risk management talent and be rewarded
for competitive advantages. The ORSA minimizes risk, but it

On the contrary, the ORSA is an evolutionary step in

still enables intelligent risk-taking and allows mistakes.

risk management. It allows the controls to fit the risks.

Assuming risk management is the same regardless of the
industry is recklessly dogmatic. Ice-climbing is not the

Like business, mountaineering is risky. I believe that in

same as glacier travel, and health insurance is not proper-

mountaineering, as in business, pay is commensurate

ty-casualty insurance. This issue has been overlooked for

with the risk assumed. One could eliminate the risk by

far too long. The ORSA should work for a business, not

staying home and watching TV. On White Horse Moun-

against it. The success of the ORSA will hinge on whether

tain, after suffering the injury, my team decided to find

the ORSA can be used, trusted and supported by senior

a safe place to camp for the night before attending to

management. For this to happen, the ORSA needs to be

the business of descending the mountain. That night the

amenable to integration into an existing business model.

sky was crystal clear, and there had been a massive solar

In addition to being a tool for NAIC, it needs to be useful

flare. We witnessed aurora borealis (rarely seen so far

to the executive suite. The ORSA will be successful if it

south), a spectacular show that went on until the sun rose

enables intelligent decisions by all involved parties.

and painted the entire sky.

In many tragedies, ignorance and irrational optimism are

The goal of the ORSA is to provide a tool that the NAIC can

obvious culprits. Regardless of the cause, the hazards of

use to assure regulators and policyholders that an insurance
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mountain climbing are constant and unforgiving. They

wise businessperson knows risk and reward are inextrica-

respectful climbing, but never eliminated. In spite of this,

is like mountaineering without the boulders: it is not natu-

bly intertwined. Conducting business without taking risks

can be diminished with the addition of trained, skilled and

ral, and one certainly won’t get paid for it.

I know of no climbers who would wish away the hazards

of mountaineering. The same is true for business. Any

Jason B. Sears, ASA, CERA, MAAA, is an assistant actuary at Aetna in Hartford, Conn. He can be contacted at
SearsJ@aetna.com.
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Too Good to Be True
by Victoria Grossack
Absolutely true. Sometimes good news is completely genu-

Introduction

ine. Nevertheless, it is still worth studying because aspects

The last few decades have witnessed spectacular financial

can be copied and used in other sections of business. It is also

failures and disasters, including the savings and loans cri-

important to remember that nothing lasts forever, which leads

sis that cost the United States $87.9 billion. We’ve also had

us to the next category.

Executive Life, the long-term management crisis, Enron,
AIG and the subprime mortgage crisis. The collapse of the

markets in 2008 also precipitated the implosion of history’s

Temporarily true. Something may be true for now but de-

greatest fraud, the Madoff Ponzi scheme, estimated some-

pends on conditions that may not hold true in the future. Ex-

where between $50 billion and $65 billion.

amples abound: the underwriting cycle; a competitive edge

that can’t be maintained; the saturation of a market; the closing of a loophole in the tax code; bubbles in oil, stocks, hous-

After each crisis people asked, “How could these abuses have

ing or gold.

happened? Why were they not detected sooner?” After all,
much of the information was available, and frequently there
were many red flags. It is clear that, in addition to those com-

The problem with this is that investors, managers and em-

mitting fraud knowingly, many others were either fooled or

ployees become dependent on favorable conditions. The

looked the other way. Despite news being too good to be true,

dependency may be partly due to vanity—some CEOs love

they accepted it.

the adulation awarded to high achievers—and also because

management has a liking for large bonuses. But the dependency extends to others as well, such as employees who

This paper looks at the “too-good-to-be-true” syndrome.

will lose their jobs when the good times end. So, when a

First it examines different shadings of “true.” Second, it re-

profit source evaporates, some firms do whatever they can

views company culture and how it can make it more difficult

to continue achieving good results (or the illusion of good

to seek the absolute truth. Finally, it makes suggestions on

results). Some pursue risky opportunities, while others en-

how a company can incorporate defenses against the too-

gage in questionable or even fraudulent, accounting. This,

good-to-be-true syndrome.

unfortunately, results in far greater disasters than might
have occurred otherwise.

What Is Meant by True?
Before going into the “too-good-to-be-true” syndrome, it is

True but dishonest. Occasionally the money is there—the

helpful to look at what it means for something to be true. Of

money exists—but it is coming from a different source. This

course, in many cases a statement is either completely true or

was true of the Nugan Hand Bank failure, which was a con-

completely false; however, there are other situations where

duit for dirty money. Many assumed it was true of Bernie

statements can be somewhere in-between. Categorizing them

Madoff. They assumed that his fantastic returns were based

is useful, so here is a description of areas along the gradient.

on illegal insider information and were happy to accept what
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and other acknowledgements as a reward for their achieve-

they thought were ill-gotten gains. Unfortunately for them,

ments. Madoff was on the boards of many organizations, and

Madoff’s statements were completely false.

even served as the non-executive chairman of the NASDAQ.

Questionably true. In many businesses, especially those that

Doubting his claims meant setting one’s opinion not just

are financial- or insurance-based, some of the numbers, such

against him but against all of the people who had praised and

as derivatives and reserves, are based on complicated calcu-

rewarded him.

lations. These would be difficult enough to get right in the
best of circumstances. Unfortunately, pressure is occasionally put on accountants, actuaries, auditors and many others

Questioning good news within an organization can be espe-

to select assumptions that lead to a preferred result.

cially difficult. First, people generally want to believe news
that benefits them. Good news means bonuses, significant
stock options and money for both necessities and perks. Sec-

Simply missing. If numbers are not supplied, it is a very bad

ond, casting doubt on good news—especially being the first

sign. Enron apparently found it too inconvenient to supply

person to do so—may have consequences for the employee

balance sheet statements along with its earnings statements.

expressing concern or disbelief. It often means making enemies; it may mean losing a client or a job. Third, if the good

Completely false. In other situations, there is no question

results are originating in a different department, expressing a

about the falsehood of numbers being reported. Madoff made

lack of confidence in results may be dismissed because of a

up everything for his Ponzi scheme; Olympus falsified results

lack of expertise on the part of the skeptic. All of these lead

for years.

to complaisance.

If a company’s numbers are in the “questionably true” cat-

Another problem for a skeptical employee is not knowing

fairly high. Furthermore, it is all too easy for outsiders to as-

are complaining may have ordered the procedure in the first

egory, the moral hazard of slipping into “completely false” is

who is complicit in a situation. The person to whom you

sume that a statement is in the absolutely true category when

place. Or, assuming that the leadership is innocent, this means

it might be in one of the others—especially when it is a state-

pointing out that they are gullible. They may have the choice

ment that people want to hear.

between playing knaves or fools; neither option is attractive.

Of course, uncovering these issues is a role for auditors—

Cultures of Complicity and Complaisance

and they stop plenty of questionable activity and uncover a

It goes against human nature to doubt positive information.

considerable amount of fraud—but auditors can be fooled.

Messengers bringing bad news get shot; while those arriv-

They also have a conflict of interest in that they are usually

ing with good receive medals. Expressing doubt is more dif-

hired by those they audit. This conflict was reduced after

ficult, especially doubting those who have been praised in

the Enron scandal, in which Arthur Andersen failed to put

the past, those who have received salaries and promotions
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a stop to Enron’s fraud and ended up being put out of busi-

tial. It is important to separate the gold from the glitter: an

the consulting function.

have made a point of dressing well for hundreds, perhaps

expensive suit may make someone look good, but con men

ness. There is now a separation between the auditing and

thousands, of years. A company could even encourage roleplaying sessions in which relevant personnel are trained to

Another check on malfeasance is the regulators: they have

express doubt.

the authority, the expertise, and less conflict of interest. Of

course, regulators are subject to many of the same human
influences; hence the SEC did not take charges about Madoff.

Second, identify the most significant contributors to good

troubled bank had three steps for dealing with regulation:

are as strong as they say they are. What are the assumptions?

news in each area of your company and verify that they really

Regulators can also be lied to. To quote Shauna Fennes, one

Are these things really true?

Ignore the regulator, placate the regulator, and then lie to

the regulator. Furthermore, regulators are often short on re-

sources, lack the expertise, and review information too infre-

Third, identify the biggest pieces of good news in your indus-

quently to do much but clean up messes after they happen.

try. Note that these may apply to your competitors, but also
parts of the market on which your firm relies, such as brokers,
customers, banks and rating agencies.

Madoff was found out by Harry Markopolos, a rival investor.
Sometimes it is easier for someone outside of the organiza-

tion to discover a problem. They have less information, but

Fourth, apply rigorous audit techniques to these significant

they can be more objective in their judgments. Markopolos

generators of good news. It is important to be thorough and

actually had a reason to want Madoff’s results to be false, be-

to get as many different sources for confirmation as possible,

cause his own results were compared unfavorably with them.

especially external sources. If the SEC had done an external re-

Unfortunately for Markopolos, when he tried to tell the SEC,

view of Madoff’s claimed trades, instead of taking the paper he

he was ignored, even dismissed as jealous and incompetent.

gave them on faith, his fraud would have ended years earlier.

Dealing with the Too-Good-to-Be-True Syndrome

Fifth, investigate external assertions and assumptions that

Those serious about risk management can benefit by devel-

appear too good to be true. Of course, companies may have

oping procedures to prevent dependencies on too-good-to-

limited ability to audit external entities. Suppliers and cus-

be-true assumptions in their own companies.

tomers may allow access to some of their numbers, but exter-

nal entities are unlikely to let third parties inspect everything.
Competitors are likely to refuse all requests. So what can be

First, being aware of the bias that people have in accepting

done to determine the reliability of information? The answer

good news is important. Encouraging a company culture

is: model building.

that practices genuine skepticism of good news is essen-
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Modelers could review each piece of information used to
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Minimally Destructive Scenarios and Cognitive Bias
by Mary Pat Campbell
In choosing metrics and processes for conducting an Own

If the measure is VaR(99.5), for example, and surplus is well with-

clear at what the purpose of an ORSA is. While it seems

possibility it’s worse is a 1-in-200-year situation … no problem.”

in this mark, the temptation is to figure things are OK—“Oh, the

Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA), one needs to be

regulators are looking for specific measurements to be
made for this exercise, ideally ORSA will go beyond com-

Probability-based metrics get people focused on the prob-

pliance theater. For ORSA to be a serious part of running

abilities, and even very numerate people have problems mak-

a business, it needs to improve risk decision making, and

ing good decisions based on this sort of information. Even

in a tangible way.

more to the point, a specific probability level gets chosen, or
one looks at the VaR or TailVaR level of the capital, and gets
fixated on that specific number. But people have very poor

Over the past decade, a multitude of risk metrics have

“gut feel” for these sorts of things, which is just another term

been thrown at people in the insurance industry. Value-

for being able to connect the data to one’s experience and

at-risk (VaR) has been a popular metric for setting capital,

mental model of how the business works.

as it can capture tail risks and is relatively easy to explain

and understand. However, VaR has many shortcomings

that make it easy to game for experienced practitioners,

To help management make better decisions, the focus needs

and decision making based on VaR meant that one was

to move off of numbers that are disembodied from anything

blind to the distribution beyond the percentile used. The

one can have actual feedback on. I propose changing the frame

magnitude of catastrophe, when it occurs, is of great im-

from the probabilities to the specific scenarios themselves.

portance to insurers.

Other risk measures fixed this “extremity blindness”; one of

Minimally Destructive Scenarios

the most popular being conditional tail expectation, or Tail-

So the question becomes not what the likelihood of various

VaR, which takes the expected value beyond the specific per-

scenarios is, but what kind of scenarios the company can ac-

centile. But while TailVaR fixes some of the major shortcom-

tually handle. Ideally, one would explore the least extreme

ings of VaR, it retains one of the most important ones: How

scenarios in the variety of dimensions that would wipe out

does one make decisions based on this metric?

all free surplus for an insurer within a certain time horizon,
which produces a set of what I’m terming “minimally destructive scenarios.”

The Framing Effect
Consider the state of mind one is in when considering tradi-

The concept is not a new one—something similar was termed

tional risk measures based on probability distributions. The

“reverse stress-testing” by the Financial Services Authority

frame is how likely certain events are, which plays into par-

(FSA) in the United Kingdom in Policy Statement 09/20, re-

ticular cognitive biases.

leased in 2009. The definition from the FSA:
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“Reverse stress-tests require firms to explicitly

running the model forward in the usual way, in choosing a

its business model unviable ....

Here, one starts with the result and runs the model back-

scenario and assumption set and then looking at the results.

identify and assess scenarios most likely to render

wards. If nothing else, those involved in model development

... a firm’s business model is described as being un-

and evaluation should gain some insight in the models, and

viable at the point when crystallising risks cause

be better able to see the weaknesses and strengths of their

the market to lose confidence in the firm. A con-

particular models.

sequence of this would be that counterparties and

other stakeholders would be unwilling to transact
with or provide capital to the firm and, where rele-

vant, existing counterparties may seek to terminate

Changing the Frame

before a firm’s regulatory capital is exhausted.”

change the frame. Instead of asking, “What’s the probability

But, most importantly, these minimally destructive scenarios

their contracts. Such a point could be reached well

we can survive?” the question has now changed to “This is
what we won’t survive. Are we comfortable with that?”

However, note the language refers to likelihood, and the defi-

nition of “unviable” is not necessarily well-defined (though
you’d know it when you saw it occur in the marketplace).

Suppose one minimally destructive scenario was the euro

scribed by the FSA, I believe having something well-defined

ment would possibly find that sort of minimally destructive

companies to complete.

insurer, not surviving a complete collapse of the eurozone

While there is value in attempting to do the exercise as de-

collapsing. If this were for an international insurer, manage-

in terms of boundaries will make the exercise less onerous for

scenario unacceptable. If it were a small, localized European

might be reasonable as a minimally destructive situation, depending on company strategy.

To be sure, finding such minimally destructive scenarios is

not trivial, and they are not at all unique. Inverse problems
are often like this. Indeed, there is theoretically an infinite

But let us suppose one seeks out such minimally destructive

initially. Pick some key driving variables in the models and

thing so extreme it would be akin to supervolcanoes, the Black

singly and in combination. As one gains experience in this

point, the likely reaction would not be “perhaps our strategy is

number of such sets, but the idea is to simplify the search

scenarios, and determines the minimum it would take some-

find the contours of “destruction” in each of these dimensions

Death and an alien invasion to wipe out free surplus. At this

exercise, the level of sophistication in describing these “de-

too conservative,” but “our models aren’t believable.”

structive surfaces” in the scenario space can increase. One’s

understanding of what “minimal” is may also change in de-

One can explore the impact of different options—e.g., chang-

fining the scenarios.

ing pricing, adding or dropping product features, changing

investment strategy—by seeing how these minimally deThe exercise of reverse stress-testing the models may elicit

structive scenarios change. This metric isn’t intended to re-

one would not have thought through if one were simply

simply change the frame of how one looks at the decision.

place other decision-making metrics, such as hurdle rate, but

surprises, such as finding interactions or nonlinearities that
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One can determine how these scenarios change as the busi-

concrete frame of reference for making decisions. The more

one’s models are working.

for decision making.

tangible the metric, the more likely it will actually be used

ness moves forward in time, giving feedback to how well

In none of the cases above is one slapping a probability on

Reference

these minimally destructive scenarios. To be sure, people

FSA on Reverse Stress-Testing: http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pag-

may have an opinion on the likelihood of various scenarios

es/About/What/International/stress_testing/firm_s/reverse_

occurring, and that will be difficult to get away from in peo-

stress_testing/index.shtml

ple working in a business ruled by probabilities. However,

by making the scenarios themselves the focus, people have a

Mary Pat Campbell, FSA, MAAA, is a vice president, Insurance Research, at Conning Research & Consulting Inc.,
in Hartford, Conn. She can be contacted at marypat.campbell@gmail.com.
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“Effective Resilience” and Interdisciplinary Approaches to Risk
by Rick Gorvett
There are still many advances to be made in both the con-

Enterprise risk management (ERM) is at a critical point in

ceptual and technical underpinnings of ERM. Only with the

its evolution as a process.

creation and development of those enhancements—many

of them of a quantitative nature—will ERM ultimately live

After more than a decade of development, there seems to

up to its full potential.

be little doubt about the appropriateness of a holistic, ERM-

type perspective for identifying, quantifying and managing
risks. Much of ERM’s evolution thus far has involved the

An Interdisciplinary Perspective

marketing of its framework and potential, and while there

One suggested enhancement to risk management and ERM

continue to be a few holdouts against this approach to risk

is to broaden our framework and reference base—i.e., to

management, most people and organizations do recognize

recognize the potential of advances in other fields and dis-

the inherent logic and sensibility of an ERM process (while

ciplines to enlighten our understanding and analyses of

sometimes disagreeing about the specifics of its implemen-

risks. For example, areas such as behavioral economics and

tation). Overall, certain guiding principles of ERM gener-

complex systems, while sometimes unfairly considered to

ally seem clear—for example (among many):

be “flavor-of-the-month” pop fields of study, actually have

developed important techniques and insights, which may
•

•

Risks should be viewed within the context and

have direct relevance for risk management. Certainly, a

tions, market strategy, human resources, etc.

methods of decision making, and then incorporating those

better understanding of human cognitive tendencies and

framework of the entire firm—including its opera-

dynamics into the risk management analytical framework,

ERM is “everyone’s business”—all members of an

is a worthwhile and important endeavor, and can help us to

organization should be familiar with, invested in, and

better appreciate the nuances of people’s perception of, and

have a role in the process.
•

reaction to, risks.

Successful implementation of ERM requires a highlevel advocate in the organization.

An “Effective Resilience” Factor
These, and many other, guiding principles are clearly impor-

Another suggestion is to enhance our toolkit for quanti-

has been successfully marketed, practitioners and research-

multidisciplinary context. As a particular example, a risk

tant and foundational. However, now that the basic ERM idea

fying risks by, as much as possible, considering risk in a

ers in ERM need to build upon these core concepts. With the

metric, effective resilience, is suggested.

ever-expanding interest in such things as stress-testing and
economic capital, and the potential introduction of mandated

“Resilience” is a widely used and applied word, both in ev-

evaluations such as the National Association of Insurance

eryday language and in various fields of study. The term has

Commissioners’ (NAIC’s) Own Risk and Solvency Assess-

been used to represent a technical measure in fields such as

ment (ORSA), additional meat and muscle need to be added

ecology, systems engineering, psychology, economics and

to our emerging skeletal risk management structure.
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mitigate the reduction in its operating level. A generalized

materials science. Although the details and specific appli-

example is found in the accompanying exhibit.

cations differ, the term has a common core meaning across

these different areas: resilience represents the ability of a
system (or an organization, or an individual person) to re-

For a given Base Time Period and Base Operating Level

cover or “bounce back” from an adverse situation or event.

(the product of which is the Base Area, which reflects nor-

Resilience is both an intensity- and time-dependent func-

mal or steady state operations in the absence of an adverse

tion of a system: initially, the level of adversity suffered

event), a smaller Loss Area (the area of reduced operating

by the system depends on the intensity (or magnitude) of

level, below the steady-state level and above the organiza-

the event; generally, the level of recovery of the system in-

tion’s recovery path) in the exhibit would represent greater

creases over time (i.e., the adverse position of the system

organizational resilience. Thus, for a given adverse event

is gradually diminished due to recovery/risk management

and a given risk management recovery action, the Effective

efforts). Put another way, the ability to respond to, and

Resilience Factor (ERF) of a firm can be determined as

recover from, an adverse event and its negative impact—

across both intensity and time dimensions—directly affects

ERF 

the organization’s operating level.

Base Area  Loss Area
 Loss Area 
 1 

Base Area
 Base Area 

Defined in this way, the ERF takes on a value between 0
and 1, with a value closer to 1 indicating greater organiza-

An effective resilience factor, then, is a risk metric that

tional resilience (based on the assumed risk management/

reflects an organization’s exposure and response to an ad-

disaster recovery strategy).

verse event, and measures the ability of the organization to
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In summary, some of the attractive characteristics of an

The modeling of the recovery path (the gradual increase in

effective resilience measure are that it:

operational level from its lowest point at or immediately

after the time of the adverse event, to full recovery) would
be inherently multi-disciplinary. The path would necessar-

•

ily be a function of broader economic, financial and labor
market factors, and (for evaluating an insurance company)

Summarizes in one number, with a value between 0

(low resilience) and 1 (high resilience), the effectiveness of a risk management plan.

insurance market conditions in light of the adverse event

•

(which may or may not be systemic). Such modeling would
require assumptions regarding, for example, consumer

Reflects the adequacy and effectiveness of disaster
planning and recovery strategies, rather than just

quantifying adverse scenarios. It thus is consistent

behavior, supply-demand shifts and interactions, and the

with the ORSA desire to promote and encourage

nature and extent of interrelationships within this very

good risk management, looked at from a broad and

complex system. A risk management strategy effectiveness

holistic perspective.

metric like ERF, which makes explicit and transparent as-

sumptions about these parameters and interactions, and ac-

•

counts for macroeconomic and other effects consistent and
concurrent with an adverse event, would be very attractive.

Can be used to compare the relative resilience of
different organizations to a common hypothetical
adverse scenario.

•

The exhibit shows a simple cross-section of one adverse

Can be used to compare, for an individual organization, the relative effectiveness of different operational

and recovery strategies in response to a hypothetical

event. To reflect a portfolio of risks to which the organiza-

adverse scenario.

tion is exposed, a three-dimensional surface chart could be
produced. The horizontal x and y axes would be the differ-

ent intensities of adverse events, and the times to recovery,

By informing our risk management evaluations and deci-

respectively. The vertical z axis would reflect the loss level

sions with interdisciplinary concepts and techniques, and

associated with a given event intensity at a given time after

recognizing the potential impact of risks on all scales—com-

the event (during the recovery process). The effective resil-

pany, market and economy—of the operating environment,

ience metric could then be calculated as the double-integral,

we will create a more effective and robust ERM process.

or the area under the surface. For a given list of adverse

events and intensities, a firm could test and compare different risk management strategies, by observing the resulting
effects on the resilience factor of changing strategies.

Rick Gorvett, ASA, ARM, CERA, FCAS, FRM, MAAA, Ph.D., is director of the actuarial science program, and State
Farm Companies Foundation Scholar in Actuarial Science, at the University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign. He
can be contacted at gorvett@illinois.edu.
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Clarifying Uncertainty
by Stephen P. D’Arcy
spective information should be publicly reported annually

Actuaries need to play a vital role throughout the entire Own

for any firm under ORSA:

Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA) process. Actuarial in-

volvement should begin when the firm starts to make decisions about what tools to develop to assess its solvency ap-

1.

propriately, continue through the model building and testing

stage, and culminate with the interpretation of the output

Projected 25th percentile, median and 75th percen-

tile values of net income for the firm over the next
year.

from this process. During the initial and interim steps, actuaries will be working with accounting, finance, manage-

ment information systems, underwriting and other areas
to develop and test assessment tools. However, actuaries
should assume full responsibility for interpreting the output,

2.

Probability of the firm incurring a loss (negative

3.

Probability of the firm’s surplus falling below

as this will require clarifying uncertainty, an area in which

net income) over the next year.

regulatory minimum values based on risk-based
capital or other established standard within the

the actuarial profession is uniquely qualified. The ORSA ap-

next year (financial impairment).

proach will succeed only if its stakeholders—board mem-

bers, employees, investors, policyholders, regulators and the
public—understand the risks the firm is taking.

Standardization of reporting is an important factor in the
success of ORSA. If firms are free to report the data in

4.

Probability of the firm’s surplus falling to zero

5.

Firm’s ending surplus based on the 1/1000 out-

6.

Narrative report explaining the results of the

whatever manner they choose, a bewildering array of re-

over the next year (insolvency).

come (0.1 percent) over the next year.

ORSA process, the above listed measures, and

any relevant situations that are not included in the

ports will be produced; and comparisons among firms, or

model (e.g., the breakup of the euro).

even for one firm over time, will be impossible. Account-

7.

ability is another key element. The person certifying the
reports needs to be accountable for the validity of the in-

Name and professional qualifications of the person certifying these values.

formation. This presents a significant challenge, as the relevant information is not a single verifiable value. Measuring

In addition, in order to readily assess the validity of the re-

uncertainty is very different from measuring such items as

porting process, a retrospective evaluation needs to be in-

premiums, assets or other values that can be confirmed by

cluded in the ORSA report. Each firm should report the net

totaling individual components. When dealing with uncer-

income for the current year in terms of the percentile value

tainty, there must be professional standards that define the

of actual results compared to projected results using the pro-

obligations of the person certifying any reports, and these

cess that was in place for the preceding year. For example,

standards should reflect the complexity of the process.

if the actual results were exactly the median value projected
in the ORSA report the prior year, then this value would be

Given the importance of the ORSA reports, the need for

50 percent. If the results were below the median value and

evaluating the validity of the reported values, what, then,

a lower net income, this value would be 10 percent. In ad-

verification of the results, and the challenges that go into

only 10 percent of the prior year’s projected results indicated

should the required reports include? The following pro-

dition, the name of the person certifying the prior year’s re-
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port should be included. This information should be repeated

year will change as firms improve the process and modify

included. When this decade of data is available, it will be

need to produce the retrospective percentile based on the

input parameters. However, those certifying the results

in subsequent years’ reports until a history of 10 years is

projections actually made each year in order for the process

relatively easy for stakeholders to assess the validity of the

to be accountable.

firm’s ORSA reporting process. The retrospective percentile

values should be distributed around 50 percent, with only
occasional large deviations from the median.

In addition to the single year reports suggested here, firms
may choose to project results for additional years. This information, which may be useful, should not be used as the

When this retrospective report is available, stakeholders

basis for the standard prospective and retrospective reports.

will be able to assess the past performance of an individ-

For one, the uncertainty involved in modeling future results

ual based on all the firms for which that person has certi-

increases dramatically the more distant the time frame pro-

fied the ORSA reports. They can then use this information

jected. Second, the further in the future that is projected, the

to determine the confidence they place in current reports

longer it takes to assess the results. Therefore, the standard

from that individual. For example, if one individual has a

reports should focus on a single year.

consistent pattern of low retrospective percentile values,

then regulators may focus attention on firms for which that

person has certified reports. This would provide an early

One drawback of the single year projection is the timing

warning signal for regulators that would allow them to allo-

involved in generating the reports, having regulators re-

cate resources efficiently. Conversely, investors may place

view them and then, if needed, acting on them in time to

a market premium on a firm that relies on an individual

have a useful effect. If the following time frame is used,

with a record of retrospective percentile values around or

this should minimize this problem:

above 50 percent to certify its ORSA reports. In addition,
the professional association of the person certifying the reports will be able to review that individual’s performance

1.	Firms should be able to produce the projections

to determine if an investigation is warranted that could lead

for the following year no later than Dec. 1 of the

to counseling or discipline.

preceding year, giving the individuals providing

the certifications at least three months to review
and request modifications, if needed.

When ORSA is initially introduced, there will be no histori-

cal reports to use as a validity gauge. A firm might apply the

2.	Firms should have the actual net income for the

tribution needed to determine the retrospective percentile

This value simply needs to be measured against

preceding year by Feb. 15 of the current year.

current model to the prior year’s data to generate the dis-

the projected results produced one year earlier to

for the last year. This could be a useful approach to provide

generate the retrospective percentile.

some assurance that the current process is reasonable, but
this approach should not be used for the retrospective per-

3.	Final reports would be submitted by March 1 of

centiles. The retrospective reports need to be based on the

the current year, which is the current National As-

approach actually used each year to project the next year’s

sociation of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC)

results. The approach used to generate these values each

filing requirement for annual financial statements.
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4.	If it would take too long to review the financial

results of the firm. Actuaries have the skills needed to per-

situations merit immediate attention, there could

ports that clarify the uncertainty in terms easily understood

form such a task. By providing relevant standardized re-

data submitted by all firms to determine which

by all stakeholders, the actuary will provide an essential

be a requirement that firms provide a special re-

element in the ORSA process. Holding the individual per-

port to their home regulator if certain conditions

forming the certification accountable to the professional

are met, such as the probability of financial im-

standards underlying this role will create both an incentive

pairment exceeding 20 percent or the probability

to perform this task in line with these standards and a lever

of insolvency exceeding 5 percent. These reports

to withstand pressure from others to relax these standards

could also be due on March 1.

for short-term gain. The result will be to enhance the fi-

nancial security of the insurance industry at a time when

The actuary’s key role in the ORSA process should be to

all financial institutions are facing stakeholders skeptical

quantify the uncertainty surrounding the future financial

about their financial condition.

Stephen P. D’Arcy, FCAS, MAAA, Ph.D., is Robitaille Chair of Risk and Insurance, Department of Finance, at Mihaylo College
of Business and Economics, California State University–Fullerton, Calif. He can be contacted at sdarcy@fullerton.edu.
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Is ORSA a Good Move for All the Stakeholders?
by Yayuan Ren and Jianwei Xie
The U.S. insurance industry has been doing just fine for

and stress environments, implementation of economic capi-

Assessment (ORSA), which was recently proposed in early

completing the three proposed sections for ORSA, the in-

tal models and solvency assessment tools. Through carefully

so many years without the novel Own Risk and Solvency

surers get the opportunity to re-examine and improve their

2011. Do we really need ORSA at this point, right after

enterprise risk management (ERM) procedures with regular

our current self-sufficient system successfully survived

frequency. In return, the improved ERM system will surely

the “perfect storm,” the so-called once-in-a-hundred-years

help the insurers’ business. For instance, with improved risk

recession? Or can we employ ORSA as an alternative for

profiles, it will be easier for insurers to raise capital with low-

not completely following the Europeans’ steps on the fancy

er costs and to conduct the lines of business with the desired

Solvency II scheme? The answers to these questions rely on

risk characteristics that fit their risk appetites.

whether ORSA is beneficial to the stakeholders of the U.S.
insurance industry. If so, ORSA would be a good move.

After giving it some thought, we believe that the answer

ERM has been a hot topic in the insurance industry for

would be a “yes,” and the United States would benefit from

years, but not all the insurers have set up their own compre-

employing ORSA.

hensive ERM frameworks. The implementation of ORSA
will definitely draw enough attention of insurance compa-

nies’ executives to improve the risk management work and

The Insurers

therefore promote the U.S. insurers’ competitive advantage

As a great addition to our current insurance regulatory

as a whole.

environment, ORSA encourages insurers to improve their

risk management, both strategically and technically. Every
insurer needs to set up its own risk management procedure

The Regulators

to identify, assess, measure, monitor, control and mitigate

Who wants to be those kinds of parents who have to take

their risks. Instead of just focusing on satisfying the im-

care of their children all the time, or forever? We want our

perfect regulatory formulae like risk-based capital (RBC),

children to be able to do independent rationalization and

insurers are finally required to do something more creative

make reasonable judgments without too much of our in-

and to undertake serious effort to develop their own risk

tervention, as long as we believe they are ready to be on

management systems. For insurers, ORSA will not be an-

their own.

other standardized form or data call to report, but a customized framework and risk management model to serve their
own business strategies and risk appetites.

ORSA is a great way for regulators to evaluate the readi-

ness of insurers to manage the solvency risk themselves.

It is like the parents reading the children’s journal to get a

Why is ORSA better? It promotes insurers to think and act

comprehensive understanding of the youngsters’ thoughts.

more proactively on their own risk management policies,

In my point of view, it does not really matter whether they

quantitative measurement of risk exposure in both normal

are ready or not; at least the regulator has something to
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count on and knows the insurers are trying hard to improve

be more than happy to embrace anything that can lower our

from the fellow insurers’ improved risk management. Isn’t

holders really do not care if you call it ORSA or NASA,

premiums and still ensure the claim payments. The policy-

their risk management. In return, the regulators will benefit

Solvency II or Solvency III.

it wonderful if your children always proactively think about

becoming a disciplined person? For the parents, it means
less work on disciplining and more time for other instruc-

tive activities. For regulators, thanks to ORSA, they can

The Investors

spend more resources to work on other meaningful proj-

There are two big categories of insurance industry investors:

ects, such as RBC formulae modifications, regulation on

debt-holders and shareholders. Debt-holders will easily em-

evolving products and evolving market, etc.

brace ORSA since the default risk can be somehow reduced
through implementing ORSA. Insurer default risk can be reduced through a sound economical capital model and inter-

The Policyholders

nal solvency assessment, both preventing insurers from tak-

ing excessive risk. When insurers’ insolvency risk becomes

As policyholders, we are happy to see that the U.S. insur-

lower, the debt-holders’ benefits are clearly better protected.

ance regulators are not completely embracing the uncertain
Solvency II regime. In fact, we are glad that we are not aban-

doning the RBC formulae, which have been acting as a safe-

Similar to debt-holders, shareholders can also benefit from

guard to protect policyholders from insurers’ solvency risk.

the managed solvency risk. They will be more confident

Although RBC is not perfect, it has proven to be working

that their share value is not going to become zero.

pretty well especially during the recent economic collapse.

Through ORSA, potential investors will be able to learn more

Combined with ORSA, policyholders will be in better

about insurers’ risk appetite and risk profiles. Such informa-

hands in terms of the claim payments guarantee in the

tion cannot be obtained from insurers’ 10-K or other financial

events of losses. Through ORSA, insurers can realize and

statements. As a result, ORSA provides greater information

allocate assets for the risks not recognized through the RBC

transparency for investors, especially non-institutional inves-

formulae, promoting the insurers’ solvency. Moreover,

tors, to better understand the investment risk they are about to

ORSA can potentially improve insurers’ asset/liability allo-

take. For instance, if ORSA indicates that an insurer chooses

cations and efficiencies; in return, policyholders can expect

99.5 percent confidential interval for reserving risk, investors

better insurance prices as well. For instance, after recogniz-

can reasonably expect a relatively stable but humble rate of

ing the correlations among products through implementing

investment return; on the other hand, if the ORSA indicates

economical capital models, insurers can potentially lower

that the insurer is a risk taker, the investors’ return can be rela-

the existing overall loss cost assumption based on the risk

tively big but volatile. ORSA will be a great tool for investors

diversification effect among the retained risks, leading to

to evaluate the risk and value of insurers and to set up their

lower overall premium charges. As policyholders, we will

investment portfolios with desired diversification level.
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Moreover, ORSA would also benefit other stakeholders in-

The Rating Agencies

cluding employees in the insurance industry and the public.

With the greater transparency that ORSA will bring in, rating

Employees will enjoy their more secure jobs when their

agencies will be able to gather more information with regard

employers improve their corporate governance through

to insurers’ corporate governance and ERM effectiveness.

ORSA. For the public, the implementation of ORSA will

With the improved information, rating agencies can make

help build the confidence on the insurance industry becom-

sounder decision on the ratings for insurance companies. In

ing less vulnerable to economic volatilities. With better

addition, with the new information added by ORSA, rating

ERM practice carried out by the entire U.S. insurance in-

agencies can develop comprehensive rating engines to better

dustry, taxpayers’ money will be far less likely to be ex-

present the insurance companies’ performance.

posed to the insurance industry bailout bills.

Yayuan Ren, Ph.D., is an assistant professor at Illinois State University in Normal, Ill. She can be contacted at yren2@ilstu.edu.
Jianwei Xie, ACAS, ARM, MAAA, is an actuary—Commercial Specialty, at Argo Group US in Chicago, Ill. He can be
contacted at jxie@argogroupus.com.
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document. As a result, risk management can be better con-

Introduction

sidered as part of business planning. This can create a cohe-

The fundamental building block for an Own Risk and Sol-

sive direction for the company and avoid an approach based

vency Assessment (ORSA) is the internal risk management

on independent processes and siloed activities. It can then

process and framework. As a result, insurance companies’

be leveraged to bridge existing gaps in risk management

risk management processes have been receiving more at-

processes, and introduce risk and business reporting feed-

tention by both external and internal sources, including;

•

Rating agencies, due to the potential impact of a risk

•

Regulatory—for example, Solvency II, Office of the

back loops to further enhance shareholder value. As such,

the results and findings of such a process would become

integral metrics used by a company’s board for monitoring

management process on company ratings;

performance, decision making and strategic planning.
Adding Value by Using the ORSA
for More than Compliance

Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI) “vision,” and now the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners’ (NAIC’s) ORSA; and

•

Risk strategy
Risk appetite

Internal management—for example, as a lesson

Risk profile

learned from the global financial crisis.

External communication
and stakeholder
management

The ORSA report should not only satisfy a compliance

requirement, but at the same time should serve as an opportunity to document the internal risk management processes and quantitative assessments a company currently
utilizes. Producing the document may also enhance internal

transparency and identify shortcomings in the existing risk
management framework. It will also provide more internal
visibility of its underlying contents.

Regarding the ORSA as a process with regular metric re-

porting and feedback loops requires its integration with ex-

The NAIC’s ORSA guidance manual will require compa-

isting business and strategic planning processes. If integra-

nies (that meet certain criteria, including a minimum size)

tion is not achieved, it will be difficult to determine whether

to include required qualitative and quantitative information

risk appetite, limits and thresholds are consistent with busi-

on how risks are identified, measured and managed.

ness and strategic plans for the company. This can result in
the potential for competing organizational goals. Without

alignment, risk management actions to stay within appetite

If the ORSA is regarded only as a regulatory compliance

levels may adversely affect a company’s ability to meet its

hurdle with the document produced to meet the minimum

business plans, or vice versa. Decisions to meet plan ob-

requirements, then it is highly likely that the full value of

jectives could cause breaches in risk limits; such a breach

the ORSA will not be obtained. To derive optimal value the

represents an operational red light, while getting close rep-

ORSA should be regarded as a process rather than just a
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resents a yellow. Linking the ORSA to the overall business

in a dynamic basis into everyday decision making. In at-

risk limits that meet risk and business objectives is a first

types of risk that need to be considered. The ORSA will re-

tempting to do this, it is helpful to think of the different

planning process and determining appetite, threshold and

quire companies to consider all relevant and material risks,

step in the process to being able to use it to enhance share-

and therefore will include risks of an operational and strate-

holder value and gain competitive advantage. In doing so,

gic nature, as well as the more commonly addressed under-

emphasis should be placed on the interaction between the

writing and investment risks. Risks can therefore be broken

wide-ranging aspects of business strategies (including pric-

down into those that may arise in the relatively immediate

ing/product design, distribution and investment strategies,

term (for example, hedging risks or fraud), those that arise

operational/cost control strategies and IT strategies). Busi-

over a business planning horizon (for example, concentra-

ness issues today are far too complex to continue with a silo

tion, policyholder action and regulatory risks) and those

approach, particularly when considering strategic direction.

that have an even longer nature (for example, distribution
channel risks and risks due to consolidation of operations).

Creating an appropriate feedback loop is also important.
For example, the current year’s ORSA process should include an assessment of the effectiveness of last year’s risk

Considering the different types and expected horizon of

from the prior process. It should include an action/mitiga-

and forward-looking early warning metrics and indicators.

risks is essential to construct and manage both retrospective

management mitigation techniques and lessons learned

As a result, metrics for key short-term operational and as-

tion plan, including risk tolerance/budgets in key risk areas

set-liability management (ALM) risks may need to be pro-

specific to the company, aligned with risk appetite and with

duced and managed on a daily basis, with corresponding

regular high-level checkpoints. The integration with busi-

monitoring and potential escalation to the risk management

ness planning means that the management of risks becomes

governance process as appropriate. For example, invest-

an integral part of how business objectives are met rather

ment decisions should be monitored frequently with input

than a competing requirement.

from risk management and corporate strategy departments

In addition, the monitoring process needs to be embedded

to ensure these risks remain within appetite. During the fi-

Board and Senior
Management

Decisionmaking
Process

Management
and regulatory
reporting

Risk Appetite /
Tolerance

Risk
Management
Strategy
Business Plan
Business
Strategy

Responsibility for the
Risk Management Framework

Internal
model and
other
sources of
information
Risks facing the
company
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nancial crisis of 2008 and in the current euro crisis, corpo-

monthly or quarterly basis independent of timing of emer-

widely on a daily basis.

SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats)

gence of risk. Although in many cases they incorporate a

rate and sovereign bond credit spreads can and do fluctuate

identification process, the follow-through on this analysis

tends to be limited and short-term in nature, both in shor-

Furthermore, these risks may not be diversified. It is essen-

ing up weaknesses and taking advantage of strengths and

tial that metrics are available at the required frequency so

opportunities. This may not adequately address risks that

that during such times investment strategy can be adapted

arise across the planning horizon, especially tail risk (ex-

to mitigate losses and take advantage of current opportu-

cessive exposure of any kind). These must be identified and

nities. Key metrics used could include credit spreads, key

quantified, even on a simple green-/yellow-/red-signal ba-

rate durations, option-adjusted spreads and mark-to-model

sis indicating the likelihood of such risks and their possible

values for illiquid securities.

adverse effect. The effectiveness of mitigation strategies

and tactics that are designed to address them should also be
quantified. Controlling tail risks that may emerge quickly

Similarly for longer-term and strategic risks, the frequency

(for example, as evidenced through a surge in sales in what

of monitoring would be adapted to the features of the risk.

turns out to be an underpriced product, or through exces-

The timing of monitoring and reporting would be designed

sive concentrations in multiple international subsidiaries)

to react to the timing at which further credible information

requires metrics that respond to an insurer’s position during

becomes available and early warning indicators flash. In

a financial, natural disaster or pandemic crisis.

contrast, current planning processes typically focus primarily on regulatory capital, revenue, operating earnings

and current year-to-date expenses that are reported on a
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tegic or financial competitive edge, such as market experi-

The growing trend is toward the use of “risk dashboards”

ence or a strongly capitalized position.

or risk reporting processes that can quickly allow management to become aware of and respond to changes in key
metrics impacting the business. In addition, a controlled

alignment of management performance and remuneration

In Conclusion

is needed, through quantitative measures such as economic

To add value to a company, the ORSA should be viewed

valued added or risk-adjusted return on capital (RAROC).

as being more than a compliance requirement. Rather, it

This may enhance the embedding of risk management into

should be considered an integral element of a company’s

corporate planning and sales projections, and, coupled with

governance, part of its holistic business, risk and strategic

risk dashboards, focus business decisions to contribute to

planning process used by both management and the board

an increase in long-term economic value.

on a regular feedback loop basis. The ORSA process, bor-

rowing enterprise risk management (ERM) techniques,
should be used to identify, control and mitigate short- and

Risk management is often thought of as only a defensive

long-term risks. Carefully constructed metrics can facilitate

mechanism. However the ORSA process can also be used

the process. Furthermore, the value of the ORSA process

to identify opportunities to take on further risks to increase

can be used to exploit opportunities to add value and in-

shareholder value and create competitive advantage. The

crease shareholder and policyholder value. Risk can repre-

process should also produce metrics that allow identifica-

sent an opportunity; the ability of insurers to leverage their

tion of possible rewards that merit taking on additional risk,

knowledge and risk management capabilities can allow

particularly where a company believes it may have a stra-

them to find and maintain a competitive edge.

Sam Gutterman, FSA, CERA, FCAS, FCIA, is a director & consulting actuary at PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP in Chicago,
Ill. He can be contacted at sam.gutterman@us.pwc.com.
Brian Paton, MAAA, is a director at PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP in Chicago, Ill. He can be contacted at brian.paton@
us.pwc.com.
Sunil Sen, ASA, CERA, is a senior associate and consultant at PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP in Chicago, Ill. He can be
contacted at sunil.w.sen@us.pwc.com.
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Effective risk management is not driven by a regulatory

centrated risk. Modeling net exposures works fine when

incentive plans have much more to do with successfully

the surprise when a reinsurer or other financial counter-

counterparties are functioning, but insurers will not enjoy

process. In the long run the corporate culture and CEO

party becomes insolvent and exposes the tangled web of

traversing a long time horizon than any models. Risks tend

financial intermediaries. That is when the concentrated

to accumulate, especially during stable periods when many

exposures to geographic location or risk become apparent.

so-called experts claim it is “different this time.” It never is.

So how can an insurer required to comply with an Own

Helping ORSA Drive Value

Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA) regulation leverage

So if ORSA will not meet internal needs, how can you

this information and use it internally to improve the like-

drive the process so it adds value and allows better de-

lihood of solvency and gain a competitive advantage?

cisions to be made? While you must realize that models
will not solve your problems, they can be very useful in
helping to understand the risks that have been accepted.

Risk Concentrations

The risk manager must avoid using models as a black box

Becoming aware of risk concentrations is the most im-

that generates a single number. Models cannot optimize a

portant concept to understand when managing risk. Risk-

block of business, but they can provide information about

focused decision making is likely the largest concentra-

how a new block will integrate with an existing one if

tion issue at many companies, where one individual uses

you understand their assumptions and value drivers. Op-

dictatorial power to push through an agenda. Risk comes

timization routines are generally based on the benefits

in many forms.

of diversification, using correlation matrices to combine
multiple risks. Correlations are based on recent historical
data, and do not go back far enough to include previous

Many seeking to implement ORSA have well-intentioned

hard times. Think of the different decisions that would

agendas. They are trying to do the right thing. But that,

have been made if housing market data had included in-

unfortunately, is not enough. Insolvencies will not be re-

formation from the Great Depression of the 1930s, or if

duced through legislation. Who among the risk commu-

payout annuity pricing factored in the 1918 influenza pan-

nity feels safer now that Risk Focused Examinations are

demic. When we model future interest rates, no one con-

a requirement? ORSA is the start of a useful process, not

siders data from the Weimar Republic’s hyperinflationary

the final effort. Think back to the origins of cash-flow test-

period. Why not? Hyperinflation does not seem all that

ing requirements. The seven scenarios tested were not that

remote right now.

useful by themselves. Once the initial models were built, a
new paradigm had formed.

Data is never complete, and correlations constantly
change. Many of the metrics required by the Basel Ac-

Modeling economic capital, for example, provides useful

cords did not include data going back 10 years, so banks

information during normal times but tends to be procy-

made decisions assuming risk interactions would remain

clical and virtually useless when the economy implodes.

consistent with those from a period of relative peace and

The missing analysis concerns the gross exposures to con-
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prosperity. The time horizon tested under ORSA has long

Current best practice says that risks should be aligned with

matter what time horizon you choose, the data will under-

that their risk appetite is not stable. In the good times,

the firm’s risk appetite, but companies discovered in 2008

been a bone of contention. In reality, it doesn’t matter. No

boards become much more likely to approve the risky new

estimate the likelihood of default (kudos to Nassim Taleb

opportunity. Models thrive during these periods, purport-

for making so much money from this revelation). Data col-

ing to optimize results. But they are using data from the

lected in recent periods ignores future risks we have not

tail, from the portion of the distribution where extreme

considered, as well as the inevitable but ignored asteroid,

positive results occur. Qualitative assessment and contrar-

super volcano and war. To argue about the probability of in-

ian thought can provide a competitive advantage. “This

solvency in the next year is preposterous. Defaults cluster,

time it’s different!” becomes the mantra in the press. But

and if you go far enough into the tail, all firms are subject

it’s not different, and when instability returns, risk appe-

to creative destruction. To say that every firm should be

tite goes down. Warren Buffett has said, “Be greedy when

capitalized so only one out of 200 will fail in any year (99.5

others are fearful, and fearful when others are greedy.”

percent) is ridiculous and should satisfy no one.

CEOs and risk managers would do well to hang this on
the wall of their office.

Realistic stress-testing is the best way to test for solvency
risk. Unfortunately, most CEOs prefer to be wrong with

the herd rather than alone when managing risks. No one

It’s not what the regulators ask for that is important; it’s

storm.” Regulatory-driven stress tests tend also to be im-

management (ERM) worthwhile. It will pay for itself many

how you leverage it to add value that makes enterprise risk

was ever fired for not seeing the approaching “perfect

times over if firms understand the benefits they receive.

pacted by politicians. The initial European bank stress
tests had no component for a sovereign debt crisis, even

though one was already under way. They did not want to
“scare the markets.” Does anyone test their CEO’s strate-

Building a Competitive Advantage

gic plan for ineptitude? I didn’t think so.

Risk management is no different than other business
disciplines. Early adopters can enjoy an advantage, but
eventually the practice becomes common and leads to

Understanding gross exposures, where your counterpar-

concentration risk. If everyone has the same risk mitiga-

ties (e.g., reinsurers or swap counterparties) go under, or

tion strategy, thinking they are the only ones employing

when a 10-day rainstorm hits California, should be the

it, then it eventually won’t work. At some point there will

norm. An insurer should know before the fact what their

be no one to take the other side of the bet. We have seen

exposure is to a strong storm or earthquake hitting San

this in the past when hedge funds were forced to exit an

Francisco, Tulsa or Charlotte. Building and maintaining

asset class and found that many were following the same

this database may be the most useful thing a risk team can

strategies and using the same asset classes. What seemed

accomplish, because it helps the firm better understand its

safe quickly morphed into heavy losses and fund closure.

risk profile and prioritize its decision making.
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Those who choose the path of least resistance—maintain-

cation of risk concepts. The best location for this team will

destroy value. A healthy dialogue that encourages alterna-

or actuarial. Residing here will be the master list of risks and

depend on the specific firm, but could include audit, finance

ing harmony and not making waves—will, in the long run,

the projects to better manage them. The focus here will be

tive views will bring out the best in a team, and it should

on risk mitigation and managing the ERM process. The risk

not always be the same person. The key is to get these

manager should not receive a bonus based on financial re-

viewpoints into the mix early enough so they can be used

sults. Incentives should be aligned with maximizing long-

to make better decisions.

term value. The strategic planning area is where the chief
risk and return officer will reside. This person will look at

opportunities as well as mitigation efforts. The chief risk and

Splitting the Job
ERM can turn into a bureaucracy if you are not careful. Bet-

return officer needs to be a trusted confidante of the CEO and

the risk manager position and then return to line manage-

ers tough questions and understand the answers. Someone

risk in a way that is driven top-down and practiced bottom-

risks, has an eye for unintended consequences, and is willing

communicate consistent practices and coordinate communi-

tion. It sounds just like many actuaries I know.

ter decisions will be made if strong employees rotate through

respected by the board, knowledgeable enough to ask model-

ment. This will only work if the corporate culture embraces

who understands emerging risks and interactions between

up. The ERM team will own the process, not the risks. It will

to share ideas and concerns would be ideal for such a posi-

Max J. Rudolph, FSA, CERA, CFA, MAAA, is the owner of Rudolph Financial Consulting, LLC inOmaha, Neb. He can be
contacted at max.rudolph@rudolphfinancialconsulting.com.
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The National Association of Insurance Commissioners

tion in the IAIS. This activity will continue with the new

requirement that requires U.S. insurers to perform an Own

to effectively influence ongoing regulatory developments

Federal Insurance Office, which will work with the NAIC

(NAIC) is moving forward to implement a new regulatory

at the IAIS.

Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA). Before develop-

ing a response to the ORSA requirement, insurers will want
to understand its genesis and the underlying rationale for

The U.S. ORSA is a byproduct of the ICPs. ORSA require-

it, as well as its implications. This article provides an over-

ments established in the United States, and abroad, must

view of the evolution and rationale for ORSA, as well as

meet the minimum standards set out in ICP 16—Enterprise

practical implications for insurers as they begin to design

Risk Management for Solvency Purposes. ICP 16 requires

an ORSA process.

the supervisor to establish enterprise risk management
standards that require insurers to identify, assess and ad-

dress all relevant and material risks. Specifically, ICP 16.11

The Evolution of ORSA

states that, in an effective insurance supervisory system:

The new ORSA requirement is one component of the

NAIC’s initiative to bring the U.S. regulatory regime into

alignment with the Insurance Core Principles (ICPs). The

The supervisor requires the insurer to perform

ICPs are developed by the International Association of In-

its own risk and solvency assessment (ORSA)

surance Supervisors (IAIS) and outline “the requirements

regularly to assess the adequacy of its risk man-

for an effective insurance supervisory system.” Almost 200

agement and current, and likely future, solvency

countries, including the United States, have joined the IAIS

position.

and all have agreed to be bound by the ICPs. The Inter-

national Monetary Fund and World Bank regularly review
these countries—through a Financial Sector Assessment

The United States is not alone in implementing new ORSA

meets the ICP principles.

established in Canada, Bermuda, Japan and Australia, as

requirements. For example, similar requirements are being

Program (FSAP)—to ensure that local insurance regulation

well as all of Europe. Others in Asia and Latin America will

likely follow suit. In general, these regulators expect “reci-

To date, the U.S. insurance market has not fully appreci-

procity,” such that an ORSA prepared for one jurisdiction

ated the extent to which insurance regulation is being “glo-

will satisfy the requirement in others.

balized” through the IAIS, around the ICPs. The ICPs are

international mandates and, as the largest insurance market in the world, the United States faces tremendous po-

ICP 16 is about 30 pages in length, and insurers embarking

the United States has started to direct its political influence

the entire document to understand the underlying drivers

litical pressure to adhere to them. Given its prominence,

on ORSA implementation would be well-served to review

toward the evolution of the ICPs through active participa-

behind the new NAIC requirement. While the U.S. ORSA
requirement has some unique features, it will meet these
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basic requirements. That said, a few points are worthy of

The ORSA Requirement

further discussion.

Beyond establishing an ORSA process, insurers will need

to prepare materials to evidence the efficacy of the process
to external parties. The NAIC’s ORSA Guidance Manual

ORSA—It’s a Process

indicates that those insurers required to conduct an ORSA

In assessing the implications of ORSA, one must differenti-

will also be required to provide a high-level summary re-

ate between (a) the ORSA process itself, and (b) the ORSA

port annually to the domiciliary regulator, if requested.

regulatory requirement.

The three sections of the ORSA Report will (1) describe

the company’s enterprise risk management program; (2)
summarize the company’s risk assessment for each ma-

terial risk; and (3) describe how the company aggregates

The ORSA Process
The ORSA process is an internal activity of the company,

individual risk assessments to determine the level of finan-

terprise risk management. In essence, it is an internal as-

planned business over its planning horizon.

cial resources it needs for its current business, and for its

which consists of—what most would consider—good ensessment of the risks associated with an insurer’s business

plan, and the sufficiency of capital resources to support

In addition to the ORSA Report, companies will be re-

those risks. It includes ongoing processes to support:

quired to assemble and maintain documentation of all aspects of their ORSA process, which may be used for more

in-depth on-site reviews. ORSA materials will eventually

•

Risk identification and prioritization

•

Risk measurement

•

Articulation of risk appetite and tolerances

•

Implementation of risk limits and controls

•

Development of risk mitigation strategies

•

Capital adequacy assessment

ORSA—Practical Considerations

•

Governance and risk reporting.

At its core, the original purpose of the ORSA was to fos-

be integrated into regulatory examinations, helping state in-

surance departments determine the scope, depth and timing
of each insurer’s exam and informing the state regulator’s
new risk-focused examination approach.

ter internal risk management within each insurer, enhance

management awareness of the interrelationships between

ORSA’s defining element is the linkage it creates between

risks, and increase understanding of the relationship be-

risk management, capital management and strategic plan-

tween overall risk exposure and the capital needed to sup-

ning. Within the ORSA, the company is expected to self-

port it. A predicate belief is that better internal risk manage-

assess its current and future capital adequacy in light of its

ment at all insurers is in the public interest because it will

two- to five-year business plan.

reduce insolvencies and enhance capital efficiency across
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the global insurance industry. The original proposers artic-

Of course, to genuinely foster risk management, insur-

an ORSA should:

in a manner that is consistent with the scope and scale of

ers must be allowed to develop and conduct their ORSAs

ulated a number of principles for the ORSA. For example,

•

Be the responsibility of the company

•

Incorporate a forward-looking assessment of all

•

Be embedded into the decision-making processes of

their business, internal culture and management structure,

and chosen approach to enterprise risk management. The
NAIC’s ORSA Guidance Manual explicitly recognizes that
each insurer’s ORSA process will be unique, and currently

material risks

provides insurers relative latitude in the design of the internal ORSA process. Thus, insurers have the opportunity to

leverage much of their existing enterprise risk management

the business.

capabilities to develop an ORSA process that is maximally
useful to the management of the business. In addition, it

While some companies may choose to treat the ORSA as an

affords companies the ability to evolve their ORSA over

entirely new regulatory reporting requirement, that is not

time, in light of successes and failures. The insurance in-

the intent, and insurers will be missing an opportunity if

dustry, and particularly the North American CRO Coun-

they approach it in this manner. Instead, companies should

cil, has worked hard over the last few months to limit the

recognize that the ORSA encompasses most of what is con-

introduction of prescriptive requirements into the conduct

sidered good risk management practice (see figure below),

of an ORSA. From a policy standpoint, the introduction of

and that the ORSA requirement should therefore serve as a

ORSA will not be of benefit to the public if it evolves into a

catalyst for implementing risk management internally.

highly prescribed regulatory compliance exercise, and the
industry will need to continue to resist efforts to add prescriptions that will make it so.

Embedding the ORSA process into business planning

is fundamentally important. An effective ORSA will be

more about process than results. Unlike risk-based capital,
where every company has an “RBC ratio,” there will be
no “ORSA score” at the culmination of the ORSA exercise. Instead, ORSA effectiveness should be gauged by the

extent to which it is integrated into decision making and

planning, both at the strategic and the day-to-day level. Effectiveness of processes, such as monitoring for adherence
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the next financial crisis or threat. To this end, the NAIC has

Finally, ORSAs will eventually serve as a source of informa-

between financial examiners and executive management on

program and capabilities, as well the risks it faces and its

tion for the regulators about the insurer’s risk management

placed great emphasis on fostering an interactive dialogue

internal capital resources. While this certainly has the poten-

the process itself—not just the numeric output.

tial to enhance supervision, particularly if it is used to focus
regulatory examinations on key risk issues, it will require

To further this point, an effective ORSA will be more

the development of stronger risk management capabilities

qualitative than quantitative. While it will be natural for

within the supervisory community before such information

actuaries to think of the ORSA as essentially just another

can be effectively utilized. Supervisory staff will need to be

application for their financial models, that is also not the

able to differentiate between strong and weak risk manage-

intent. In fact, the NAIC’s ORSA Guidance Manual does

ment practices, requiring skills that are typically not present

not even require the insurer to employ an economic capital

in many state insurance departments. In addition the infor-

model. Stress-testing of the financial balance sheet against

mation will not be uniform across companies (by design),

regulatory and rating agency capital requirements could be

which is countercultural to most regulatory environments.

sufficient, if that is how the company chooses to internally

As the ORSA requirement is implemented, we should expect

manage risk. In essence, the ORSA needs to balance and

natural pressure from supervisors to try to establish addition-

integrate the quantitative risk analysis with qualitative risk

al standard reporting requirements to facilitate “benchmark”

management processes.

comparisons across companies, and standard reporting for-

mats to facilitate checklist reviews. The insurance industry
will need to resist these pressures, to the extent that they are

It should also be noted that an important aspect of ORSA

counterproductive to the intended purposes of the ORSA.

is that it is to be conducted on a group-wide basis. This
makes eminent sense, as that is how the business is ulti-

mately managed. Larger companies may choose to con-

In sum, ORSA is an insurer’s internal process of self-as-

duct ORSAs within major business segments, and then

sessing its material risks and evaluating the capital to sup-

aggregate up from there. Given that the goal is to integrate

port them. The design of an ORSA process should consider

the ORSA into decision making, decisions about how to

the insurer’s existing enterprise risk management frame-

organize the ORSA will vary from company to company,

work and focus on balancing quantitative and qualitative

depending on how they choose to organize themselves for

elements. Ultimately, the test of a successful ORSA lies in

other purposes. Some have suggested that ORSA Reports

its ability to improve the insurer’s risk and capital manage-

be prepared for each legal entity, as well as the group as a

ment processes and influence strategic decisions. Finally,

whole. This makes little sense. While there is sometimes

the ability to communicate the process to regulators will

coincidence between business segments and legal entities,

be fundamentally important given the unique nature of the

this is more often not the case.

ORSA information.

Anthony Shapella is a consultant with Towers Watson in Philadelphia, Pa. He can be contacted at Anthony.shapella@
towerswatson.com.
Owen Stein, FSA, CERA, MAAA, is a senior consultant at Towers Watson in Berwyn, Pa. He can be contacted at Owen.
Stein@towerswatson.com.
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The quantitative aspect of ORSA includes the solvency level.

Introduction

In our opinion, it should not be limited to a regulatory ratio;

Risk management functions in insurance companies have

but should be understood at the company’s solvency as seen

soared in recent years, and even more so due to the late 2008

by itself, taking into account its strategic development plan.

financial crisis. With this as background, U.S. and EU regula-

In that sense and as ORSA should be applicable to compa-

tors—the National Association of Insurance Commissioners

nies regardless of their size and activity that could vary widely

(NAIC) and the European Insurance and Occupational Pen-

from one to the other, it would be preferable to have the ORSA

sions Authority (EIOPA)—are putting in place an Own Risk

regulation to focus less on the implementation and more on

and Solvency Assessment (ORSA) process, of which the goal

the objectives. These objectives should address the following

is to provide the regulatory framework for risk management.

questions:

In this paper, we will first define our understanding of an

ORSA process by articulating both the quantitative and qualitative elements at stake. We will then go over the main ques-

What Are the Risks Facing the Company?

tions the ORSA should answer, in our opinion.

The risk map should be the first step in any ORSA process. It

should identify the events, should they occur, that would be

adverse to the company’s interest in order to allocate correct

What Is ORSA?

solvency capital down the road. In order to have this risk map

We suggest the definition of ORSA as a process through which

efficient, the major risks should be identified and could benefit

the insurance body checks the current and future alignment

from an individual capital allocation and non-major risks that

between its risk management policy and its solvency level.

could have capital allocated jointly.

This definition highlights two aspects of ORSA. The first is

qualitative and leads to the implementation of a risk management policy that is both:

•
•

What Is the Impact of Each Risk on Company’s
Surplus?
The impact estimate of a risk on company’s surplus should be

Prevention, addressing the question: How to prevent an

owned by the actuarial function. It should compute this pro-

adverse event to occur? and

spective calculation based on a central scenario. Practically,

Remediation, offering action plans to implement in case

we think this scenario to be the strategic plan’s balance sheet

of adverse event occurrence.

and income statements not under stress. Each major risk iden-

tified shall be associated with an event (increase/decrease of

interest rates, a CAT event …) applied to the central scenario.

The preventive approach, placed upstream, is almost exclu-

The resulting variation of surplus is the impact estimate, ac-

sively owned by the internal audit. The remediation approach,

cording to the severity level, and allows allocating solvency

downstream, is naturally owned by the decision makers that

capital accordingly. Please note that not all risks are quantifi-

can shift the risk exposure.

able, and expert judgment’s type of measure could be used.
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Who Is Responsible for Each Risk Monitoring?

What To Do After a Risk Occurrence?

The answer to this question could be illustrated by an organi-

We believe an action plan should be articulated for all identi-

making structure for each risk, showing hierarchical links be-

riality threshold. For each, various actions can be thoughts

fied risks, upon occurrence and above the predefined mate-

zational chart showing responsibility scope of each decision-

based on the magnitude of the risk (policy cancellation, asset

tween these structures. This should allow companies to check

allocation…). As possible, the cost benefit of each action plan

the absence of conflict of interests between stakeholders.

should be measured in order to inform senior management in
its decision. The action plan should include reinsurance pur-

chase in case of underwriting risk event, with prior cost esti-

How Are Risks Monitored?

mate in line with the surplus relief provided.

We suggest that enterprise governance includes implementing key primary indicators (KPIs)—both quantitative and

qualitative—assigned to each identified risk, monitored on an
ongoing basis to a “risk management” function for monitor-

Who Is the ORSA Audience?

above which a decision regarding the risk exposure needs to

voluminous regulatory framework, the process should be first

ing. This function could design a threshold to each indicator

As long as the ORSA implementation is not constrained by a

happen. More than one threshold would be useful to monitor

and foremost directed to the company itself; this line of think-

ing is being shared by the European regulator. Thus, the use

the magnitude of the underlying risk. Two thresholds could be

of ORSA information by other stakeholders (rating agencies,

in place: one triggering the agenda of the next scheduled risk

debt holders …) begs the question of trust in the relationship,

committee; the other one triggering an ad-hoc risk committee,

which is different from accounting information based on neu-

including senior management.

tral standardized framework for all. To that extent, the building
of standardized ORSA indicators, audited through a certified

Due to their strategic nature, we believe the risk indicators

third party, could be an adequate response for financial com-

should be simple in order to be both reliable and understood by

munication purposes.

decision makers, but also by the front line performing the imple-

mentation. In that respect, the economic capital models may not

be suited for the tasks, especially if they are stochastic in nature.

Loïc Chenu, a member of the French Institut des Actuaires, is a Solvency II actuary in charge of ORSA implementation at
SMABTP in Paris, France. He can be contacted at loic.chenu@laposte.net.
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Effective Risk-Based Decision Making: ORSA and Beyond
by Guillaume Briere-Giroux and Mark Scanlon
agement framework. Further, we contend that by applying a

Introduction

slightly broader scope than the specific requirements of the

November 2011 saw the finalization of the NAIC Own Risk

NAIC’s ORSA, insurers can develop this into a valuable pro-

and Solvency Assessment (ORSA) Guidance Manual that

cess to support risk-based decision making.

outlines a new requirement for U.S. insurers to conduct an
ORSA and report findings on a regular basis. ORSA is a pro-

cess in which insurers assess their risk and capital manage-

To be effective in supporting risk-based decisions, not only

ment framework given current and future risks in light of

must the risk metrics provide senior management with in-

their business strategy. While there are important qualitative

formation that is relevant, reliable and actionable, but the

aspects to an ORSA, the ability to quantify risk and capital

systems and processes in place need to be able to provide

today, as well as projected into the future, is vital to a suc-

this information on a timely basis. In this essay, we initially

cessful ORSA process.

consider how to determine which metrics to include in such

a process and then discuss some important business require-

ments and practical challenges for implementing a calcula-

In this essay, we focus on the “Prospective Solvency Assess-

tion approach to support it.

ment” aspect of the NAIC’s ORSA. This places a spotlight

on an insurer’s strategic decision making from a risk and
capital management perspective. It requires those in senior
management to describe actions they would take to address

Which Metrics Drive Decision Making?

i.e., what they would do to reduce risk, increase capital, and/

complex products, such as variable/ indexed annuities with

guidance, this process should:

found in the life insurance sector. As part of the ongoing

possible adverse changes in their risk and solvency position,

Technology and competition have contributed to the rise of

or adjust the business strategy. As described in the NAIC’s

living benefits and universal life with secondary guarantee

•

management of their business, insurers require a variety of
metrics to be calculated on a regular basis for different pur-

Forecast risk capital (which may differ from regula-

poses. Identifying which metrics to use and understanding

tory capital) in a robust manner

•

Be closely tied to the insurer’s business planning, over

•

Be aligned with the insurer’s stated risk appetite

•

Consider normal and stressed environments

•

Consider impacts from relevant internal and external

how they relate to each other to drive decision making can
be challenging. For example:

a multiyear time horizon

•

What seems to be adequate with one metric (e.g., economic) is often inadequate with another (e.g., statutory results,
management reporting and liquidity management).

•

drivers.

While the NAIC’s ORSA introduces this as a formal require-

What seems a reasonable strategy in the short term
may lead to suboptimal outcomes in the long term.

From an enterprise risk management (ERM) perspective, the

ment, it is arguably an exercise companies should already

metrics used should reflect the way senior management (and

be doing as part of a sound enterprise risk and capital man-
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complex and diverse companies to require more metrics than

the board) thinks about risk. When they think about the com-

smaller companies with relatively simple products.

pany’s strategic objectives and potential risks to achieving
those objectives, what are the metrics that they really care
about? For companies with an enterprise risk policy and

We note that while a lot of focus has been placed in recent

formalized risk appetite and tolerance statements in place,

years on economic capital (EC) as an emerging best practice

the board and senior management’s views will be explicitly

metric to evaluate risk and guide management decisions; by it-

stated; so identifying which metrics are important—and how

self it is usually insufficient to drive effective decision making.

they combine to drive decisions—should be a lot clearer.

As the survey results indicate, other metrics are also relevant
to insurers—for example, despite some recognized shortcom-

ings from a risk measurement perspective, statutory risk-based

Insurers’ risk appetite and tolerance statements typically

capital remains an important metric and driver of decisions for

reference a combination of balance sheet and earnings met-

U.S. insurers. Another challenge with EC for many insurers is

rics. This reflects the sometimes conflicting requirement to

that they currently focus on EC at a specific valuation date so

achieve objectives related to enhancing long-term value and

their analysis is limited to a risk snapshot at a point in time.

capital strength while avoiding short-term earnings surprises

Consequently, their analysis does not provide insights into

(or, similarly, the need to meet certain short-term earnings ob-

how the capital and profits will be impacted over time and un-

jectives, subject to protecting some minimum level of capital

der different strategies, measurement bases and environments.

strength). Figure 1 presents a summary of metrics included
in U.S. insurers’ risk appetite statements (results from Towers Watson’s 2010 Global ERM Insurance Survey). Looking

across the industry, no single measure stands out, with eco-

How Can You Actually Do It?

nomic, regulatory, rating agency and GAAP measures being

Now that we have established a need to look at different

noted as important. In general, we would expect larger, more

metrics across multiple time horizons, we turn our attention

Figure 1: Risk Metrics Used by U.S. Insurers in Risk Appetite
and Tolerance Statements
Balance Sheet-Related Measures (U.S. Insurers)
Regulatory capital or buffer on regulatory
capital
Economic capital
Rating agency capital
Risk of rating agency downgrade
Risk of breach of regulatory capital threshold
Risk of loss of GAAP or IFRS equity
Risk of loss of embedded value or economic
value
Risk of regulatory intervention
Capital to support specified insurer claimpaying
rating
Capital to support specified corporate debt
Risk of reduction in stockrating
price
Other balance sheet-related measures
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Earnings-Related Measures (U.S. Insurers)
GAAP or IFRS earnings volatility
Risk of reduction in GAAP or IFRS earnings
Risk of reduction in return on equity
Risk of reduction in embedded-value
Risk of reduction in embedded-value earnings or economic profit
earnings or economic profit
Other earnings-related measures
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Source: Towers Watson’s 2010 Global ERM Insurance Survey
Q.14 Which of the following measures of risk are used in your risk appetite/tolerance statement? (79 respondents)
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to what this process might look like in practice. Consider-

scenario selection reinforces understanding of risk exposures

calculate capital on a single measurement basis at a single

term effectiveness of risk mitigation strategies. That is, the

and provides further insights into the short-term and long-

ing that it is often a significant undertaking for insurers to

loss in absolute accuracy from using a more limited number

valuation date, insurers will likely need to rely on various

of scenarios is compensated by the information gained from:

simplifications and approximations in implementing this expanded process. In so doing, insurers need to strike the right

balance between having an approach that is sufficiently complex to provide reliably accurate and granular information,

but simple enough that results can be produced quickly and
clearly enough that they can be used by senior management.

We believe that management should define a variety of “what

if” scenarios, against which it can evaluate the impact on the

•

Investigating the emergence of results within scenarios,

•

Testing the performance of alternative strategies on a

•

Ability to observe results using a variety of measure-

short-term volatility vs. long-term volatility

projected basis (e.g., sales, investment strategy)
ment bases along each path.

identified metrics over the business planning horizon. The

Focusing on the multiyear projections and how they can

others defined as variations around that owing to changes in in-

they should include or reflect a number of key capabilities:

best serve to enhance risk-based decisions, we believe that

business strategy should form the “base case” projection, with

ternal and/or external factors. The individual scenarios should

•

reflect plausible combinations of key drivers, such as equity

markets, interest rates, implied volatilities, credit spreads and

Reflect credible future economic environments that
reflect dependencies between the relevant economic
variables, such as interest rates, equity markets, credit

defaults. Ideally, insurers should look at scenarios involving

spreads, defaults and implied volatilities.

multiple risks moving together, as well as some which focus

•

on a specific risk only. Specifying scenarios with differing

degrees of severity can provide useful insights (e.g., “mod-

Reflect the impact of new business, with the level and

mix of new business varying to reflect the specific environment being projected and policyholder behaviors

erate” vs “extreme”). Similarly, insurers may want to assess

and assumptions projected consistently with the pro-

various “good” scenarios, identify possible “killer” scenarios,

jected economic environment.

or scenarios reproducing past financial crises. In addition to

•

the business strategy, the insurer’s risk appetite and tolerance

Accurately represent management strategies like

statements should be used to help specify scenarios that will

hedging, asset liability management, credited rate set-

nior management should be actively involved in specifying or

strategy (per above) while enabling alternative strate-

provide meaningful information to management. Those in se-

ting, premium setting, reinsurance and new business

reviewing the scenarios to ensure their views are reflected and

gies to be tested.

that the process is seen as valuable to them.

•

Allow the expected basis to be dynamically re-evaluated over time as the actual experience under a particular
scenario emerges.

While there is inherent subjectivity in deciding which sce-

•

narios to examine, the iterative thought process involved in
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ments under all the relevant bases (e.g., economic,

refining existing modeling methodologies and systems, we

GAAP) over the time horizon consistent with the busi-

panies have already developed the type of detailed, multi-

believe it is an achievable goal. Indeed, a number of com-

statutory and management reporting, such as U.S.

year, multi-metric calculations described above; although, in

ness strategy.
•

some cases, targeted more specifically at a line of business or

Aggregate results in a logical manner and allow mul-

product line rather than the entire enterprise. As the demands

tiple views of the granular contributors of the results

for richer risk-based information increase, we expect to find

(e.g., by risks, by line of business).
•

more companies adopting similar approaches and applying

Enable adequate consolidation of results and interac-

them to their strategic business planning and a broader set of

tions between different segments of the enterprise,

risk measurement needs—such as an ORSA.

including tax, capital flows and their associated constraints.
•

On a final note, it is important to remember that ultimately

Enable the modeler with drill-down capabilities and

decisions need to made by people, not models; so, while we

detailed reports that provide ability to efficiently un-

don’t want to downplay the significance of the modeling re-

derstand/validate results.
•

quired to support the process, we want to highlight that the

Produce results quickly enough so that the information

real value for those in senior management will come from

is “fresh” and can be reported to senior management

them actively participating throughout the process.

(and other stakeholders as appropriate) in a way that
is clearly understood and allows them to act upon it.

While the above may seem ambitious, by leveraging and
Guillaume Briere-Giroux, FSA, CFA, MAAA, is a senior consultant with Towers Watson in Hartford, Conn. He can be
contacted at guillaume.briere-giroux@towerswatson.com.
Mark Scanlon, FSA, CERA, CFA, FIA, is a senior consultant with Towers Watson in New York, N.Y. He can be reached
at mark.scanlon@towerswatson.com.
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Arbitrage-Free Perspective on Economic Capital Calibration
by David Wang
A stockbroker comes into the office in the morning, logs on

Let us further assume that this price is determined in accor-

same stock. Naturally, he puts in buy orders on the lower

the MCEV calculations, then the price can be determined

dance with CFO Forum MCEV principles.* If we simplify

to his computer, and sees two different price quotes for the

as follows:

quote and sell orders on the higher quote. He can make
money out of it until the stock is listed with just a single

Formula 1:

price quote.

Price = Risk-Neutral Net Cash Flows (RNNCF)

This is a simple example of arbitrage opportunity. In re-

– Cost of Non-Hedgeable Risks (CNHR)

ality, arbitrage opportunities rarely exist, and, when they

– Frictional Cost (FC)

do, market participants (especially hedge funds) jump on

them fast and they disappear quickly. Therefore, “arbi-

trage-free” is an important assumption in finance. At any

RNNCF calculates the average of the present values of net

time, a given asset should only have a single price. That

cash flows related to the insurance products across risk-

assumption further leads to risk-neutral valuation tech-

neutral scenarios. Because risk-neutral valuation is used, it

niques. Because there can be only one price on the asset,

essentially captures all the market risks that can be hedged.

market participants with different risk tolerance levels
will have to reach the same price. Removing risk premium

and assuming risk-neutral thus provides a consistent pric-

Risk-neutral valuation assumes investment returns that are

ing framework for all investors.

the same as the discount rates. Thus, the emergence of earnings and the timing of regulatory reserves and capital have

no impact on the results. In other words, the increase in

Insurance products are, of course, nontradable, and thus

reserve and capital is offset by the interest earned on re-

do not have an observable market price. However, market-

serve and capital. The only cost of capital captured in the

consistent reporting, such as market-consistent embedded

calculation is the cost of non-hedgeable risk capital through

value (MCEV), Solvency II or International Financial Re-

CNHR and the taxation/investment expense through FC.

porting Standards (IFRS), attempts to put a price to insurance products using market-consistent principles.

Now let us pause here and think about the “arbitrage-free”
assumption at the beginning. At any time, there can be only

A company typically determines the market-consistent

one price on any asset. If the company considers the price

value of its products using the risk-neutral valuation tech-

calculated above as the fair price for its products, then it

niques, particularly if those products include embedded

must hold true that the same price has to be arrived at if the

guarantees. There can sometimes be debate on how risk-

company uses a real-world pricing approach instead of a

neutral parameters can be calibrated, particularly for long-

risk-neutral approach.

term liabilities. For the purposes of this essay, we are going

to ignore such debate and instead assume that a final price
has been agreed on, at least internally by the company, as a

This gives us a very good basis to calibrate the appropriate

fair market price for the products.

economic capital.

	Please refer to http://www.cfoforum.nl/embedded_value.html for details.

*
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In real-world pricing, the company would replace all eco-

over 200, and the U.S. C3 Phase II sets the tail event to be a

realistic probabilities. Risk premiums are allowed to be

nies vary significantly in all respects, including product mix,

nomic scenarios and assumptions with those reflecting

conditional tail event of 90 (CTE90). But in reality, compa-

assumed in the projection. And if the present values are dis-

investment strategy and experience monitoring, and there-

counted at the earned rate, the impact of reserve and capital

fore the degree of risk each company is exposed to should

is neutral, just as it is in risk-neutral pricing.

vary significantly too. Having the same tail event is certainly

recommended for regulatory capital such as Solvency II and

C3 Phase II, but each company should still determine an eco-

Let us denote real-world net cash flows (RWNCF) to be

nomic capital that really matches its own risk.

the average of the present values of net cash flows related

to the insurance products across real-world scenarios. Because risk premiums are explicitly allowed in the scenarios,

Equation 1 suggests that the appropriate economic capital tail

proper allowance for the higher market risk. Therefore, to

words, real-world pricing will not overstate the price of the

RWNCF benefits from the higher expected return without

event should be set such that the equation will hold. In other

reach the same price, RWNCF has to be reduced by a cost

products as long as the economic capital considered matches

of capital that includes both CNHR and the cost of hedge-

all the risks that the products expose the company to.

able market risks, or the cost of the entire economic capital.
Formula 2:

One often-debated issue in economic capital calculation is

Price = Real-World Net Cash Flows (RWNCF)

whether it should be a runoff approach as with the C3 Phase

II or a one-year shock approach as with Solvency II. Equa-

– 		Cost of Total Economic Capital (CTEC)

tion 1 suggests that it probably does not matter because

– 		Real-World Frictional Cost (RWFC)

there can only be one price and therefore results from different economic capital models should be the same. Thus

the selection of the economic capital calculation approach

If we combine Formula 1 and Formula 2, we get

becomes more a modeling decision.

Equation 1:

Another debate in actuarial work is whether pricing should

Price = RNNCF – CNHR – FC = RWNCF – CTEC – RWFC

be done on a risk-neutral basis or a real-world basis. Equation 1 suggests that both should provide the same answer as

This equation provides a very useful guideline for the com-

long as the correctly calibrated economic capital is recog-

the company define the economic capital tail event that cor-

however, real-world pricing only recognizes the regulatory

ample, the European Solvency II sets the tail event to be 1

may not fully reflect all the risks companies are exposed to.

pany in its economic capital calibration. In particular, it helps

nized in real-world pricing. Typically in the United States,

responds to the degree of risk the company takes on. For ex-

capital. Companies need to realize that the resultant price
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The application of Equation 1 can range from one product,

details still need to be studied when we apply Equation 1

level application is probably more meaningful because it

how a company can arrive at the market-consistent price

in the real world. One of the biggest challenges is perhaps

to a product line, to the entire corporation. The corporate-

for a long-term product with complicated guarantees. We

allows for diversifications across different products, and

will not discuss it in this essay, but will continue our re-

the market capitalization of the company can be directly

search and discussions in a separate paper.

used as the price instead of having to perform a risk-neutral
valuation and a real-world valuation.

In summary, Equation 1 suggests a clean and conclusive

way to calibrate the economic capital. However, a lot of the
David Wang, FSA, FIA, MAAA, is a principal in the Life Practice at Milliman Inc., in Seattle, Wash. He can be contacted
at david.wang@milliman.com.
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How an Insurance Company Can Better Measure and Understand
Its “Own Risks”
by Russell Sears

Fundamental to preventing a model of risk from expand-

This suggests that rather than a pure risk model metric of

terms in the model are preventing them from being highly

measured by actual-to-modeled risk expectation and direct

a company’s “own risk,” a company’s “own risk” is better

ing the risk instead of managing the risk is that the “error”

recognition of extraordinary risks pools. Industry-wide

auto-correlated. If the risk model’s “error” is internally be-

models can be used by the industry to compare risks be-

lieved to be less correlated than it actually is, then there

tween companies, but good management will be aware of

will be a disconnection between management and the true

these models’ blind spots. A company’s “own risk” occurs

risk. A company’s “own risks” can grow by repeating the

from the difference in managing the model’s blind spots

same mistakes over and over by assuming a standard model

and managing by the models.

of risk is the actual risk that particular company is taking.

Often the market will recognize the opportunity from the

Actuaries have a long history of using experience studies to

ternally there will appear to be a risk arbitrage. Sales and

pricing risk. Insurance agents seem to be able to find when

prevent repetition of the same mistakes in underwriting or

mispriced risk before management discovers the error. In-

risks are mispriced. Actuaries have watched for this. Like-

future expected profit growth may internally be recognized

wise, anywhere models have been used to mitigate risk,

as good management, while externally business and sales

experience studies can help. For example, in asset-liability

are being driven by mispriced risks and created incentives

management models, such as cash flow testing, actual cash

to offload those aggregated correlated risks.

flows to modeled can be broken down by actual asset cash
received versus model and asset prepayment speeds, to re-

However, the insurance industry exists to aggregate risks and

alized versus cash surrenders, to experience and dynamic

reduces risks and variability by the law of large numbers.

lapses versus actual lapses. Simply looking at monthly cash

Further, its long-term objectives differ from many shorter-

invested versus new money investment rates generally will

term market participants. Therefore insurance companies

show significant opportunity cost losses during periods of

can absorb and accept short-term risk that many market

interest rate volatility. Often more cash will be available to

participants are not willing to take. Finally, the insurance

invest in periods when new money rates are moving lower,

company internally does have expertise and specialization

and lower cash when rates are moving higher. There is of-

within specific markets and certain risks. Specialization can

ten a considerable difference between what models imply

increase competitiveness and ability to manage risk.

would happen and what actually is experienced. Understanding where this is coming from can help prevent this
gap from growing.

Therefore, metrics to accurately assess a company’s “own

risks” will entail recognition of its true competitive advan-

tage and risk management abilities while they also will give

Further close measuring of surrenders, lapses and regres-

early warnings to highly correlated risks not necessarily

sion studies to the market environment can be an early

contained in a simple risk model.

warning sign to runs-on-the-bank potential, while measur-
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ing expected-to-actual performance or embedded options

should consider the risks that their revolutionary products

order hedging risk has built up beyond a company’s risk

smaller companies, high growth in areas of inexperience

may deeply impact the market for those risks. Likewise, for

(both on a cost and payoff basis) can show when second-

should be a measure of its “own risk.” Because of the need

tolerance before a fat tail event happens.

for global understanding of the market risk and the internal
nature of these potential blind spots, the insurance industry

Risk models can increase risk by enabling correlated risks

regulators and rating agencies should share responsibility

to be concentrated and pooled. This creates a market for

for the recognition of these risk areas as they develop.

that risk that never existed before. Expanding the market to
speculation will essential change that market. Over-alloca-

tion of risk that never existed before can have a profound

The ideas expressed here are solely those of Russell Sears

occur). Executive Life and AIG Financial Products Divi-

ity Assurance Company.

and not necessarily those of his employer, American Fidel-

impact on the risk auto-correlation (bubbles and panics will
sion suggest that any measure of a company’s “own risks”

Russell Sears, ASA, CFA, MAAA, is with American Fidelity Assurance Company in Oklahoma City, Okla. He can be contacted at russell.sears@af-group.com.
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The Actuary’s Use of Catastrophe Models in ORSA
by Anders Ericson and Kay Cleary
ORSA regulation requires insurance entities to conduct their

Introduction

own risk assessments. This is a departure from the tradi-

With the regulatory trend towards Own Risk Solvency

tional, more formulaic, approaches commonly required. An

Assessment (ORSA), companies will have to assess

ORSA requirement for risk-bearing entities to quantify and

and disclose their own view of risk. For some com-

disclose their explicit opinion on the risks they underwrite

panies, this will mean establishing more rigorous risk

may be necessary to foster a better understanding of risk and

assessment processes.

help mitigate excessive systemic risk. However, ORSA is

not sufficient on its own to prevent systemic risk. There is

An insurance company is a risk-bearing entity that, by

clearly a risk that firms will adopt approaches similar enough

definition, faces an uncertain financial future and there-

to result in a regulatory system not materially different from

fore needs to hold capital. A solvency standard trans-

the current formulaic approaches. Should this happen, the

forms and links a risk assessment into a capital require-

resulting system would only reflect a change from one sys-

ment. The strength of a firm is a function of both the

temic model to another. As systemic risk stems from sys-

solvency standard and the quality of the risk assessment

temic behavior, regulators must be ready to accept a wide

to which it is applied. In other words, both the quality

range of “models” and company-specific views on risk. Ad-

of the risk assessment and the solvency standard need to

ditionally, firms must be ready to hold their own view and,

be considered in order to fully understand the strength

when justified, depart from the norm. Otherwise, an ORSA

of a company.

regulation is unlikely to be truly effective.

The area of total risk assessment and capital management

In this short essay, we will explore some of the uncertainties

area, involving a number of different professions. Actuar-

suited to help understand these in the context of an ORSA

in insurance can be characterized as an emerging functional

related to catastrophe models and how the actuary is well

ies’ skills in using limited data and professional judgment

exercise. Although our discussion is focused on catastro-

position them well to help advance this developing field

phe models and ORSA, the concepts extend to all actuarial

and become leaders among risk practitioners.

risk models and modeling exercises. Actuaries should understand the model and parameter risks encompassing each
risk variable modeled and put all these in context of the

Since catastrophe risk is often a material portion of total

overall risk assessment.

risk, an ORSA requirement implies companies need to understand and own the assessment of their catastrophe risk.

As the use of catastrophe models has become routine for

Uncertainty in Catastrophe Models

most companies with material catastrophe loss exposure,

While catastrophe models are based on science and data,

an ORSA requirement would require understanding and

judgment also plays a major role in model development.

forming a comprehensive view on model strengths and

Most actuaries are not and never will become experts in

weaknesses and how they affect the company’s catastrophe

the physical sciences used to develop these models; nor do

risk assessment. This goes beyond the current level of ca-

they need to. For the physical science components of these

tastrophe model expertise of many actuaries.

models, actuaries appropriately will continue to rely on
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expectation (TCE) give valuable information but need to

experts in the applicable fields. However, identifying and

be understood as estimates with associated uncertainty.

evaluating uncertainty due to the assumptions, judgments,
algorithms, and parameter selection within a catastrophe

model is well within the actuary’s skill set. The actuary is
a good candidate to understand catastrophe model details

Aleatory Variability and Epistemic Uncertainty

well enough to be able to determine where additional what-

Rather than process variability, model uncertainty and param-

if analyses and stress testing may be appropriate. This kind

eter uncertainty, seismologists talk about aleatory variability

of evaluation should play a key role in creating and com-

and epistemic uncertainty when discussing total uncertainty

municating an effective ORSA. As catastrophe modeling

associated with earthquake outcomes. This terminology is

software becomes more flexible, such sensitivity and stress

also useful while discussing total uncertainty associated with

testing will become more tractable and should augment

catastrophe model output. Aleatory variability is defined as

current capabilities in overall catastrophe risk assessment.

the inherent randomness in a process and epistemic uncer-

tainty is defined as the scientific uncertainty in the model of

the process. The process of rolling a die represents aleatory

A typical catastrophe model consists of four sub-models:

variability since the outcome is always a random number

stochastic event model, hazard model, vulnerability mod-

(between one and six). If we do not know the number of

el, and financial model. Each of these sub-models has its

sides of the die and the probability of each side, then our

own input and output, and analyses proceed through the

option is to build a model based on process observations and

sub-models in the order listed. A stochastic event set is

informed judgment. This introduces epistemic uncertainty.

generated by simulating frequency and location of event

If, for example, the observations were {2, 2, 3, and 4}, then

occurrences and their physical characteristics. Simula-

one might assume that the die has 5 sides with probabilities

tion is used to achieve a full range of potential events. In

{Pr(1)= 1/10, Pr(2)= 2/5, Pr(3)= 1/5, Pr(4)= 1/5, Pr(5)= 1/10}.

the hazard component, the damage-causing characteristic

Here the epistemic uncertainty stems from the choice of

(such as peak-gust wind speed for hurricanes) is deter-

model (a five-sided die) and its parameters (the probabili-

mined for each stochastic event and exposed geographic

ties). Even if the correct model is chosen, perhaps based on a

area. The vulnerability model uses the hazard model’s

priori knowledge of the type of die, there would still be epis-

output to determine each location’s damages based on its

temic uncertainty resulting from the lack of data with which

exposure characteristics (e.g. construction,) and the finan-

to estimate the required parameters (the probability of each

cial model determines resulting financial losses based on

side). Parameter uncertainty typically represents a portion of

damages and financial contract terms. Each component,

the total epistemic uncertainty and makes sense only within

as well as the model in its entirety, is subject to process

the context of the chosen model. In other words, a different

variability, model error (or uncertainty) and parameter
error (or uncertainty).

choice of model results in a different amount of parameter

Many models produce metrics

uncertainty. In theory, the amount of epistemic uncertainty

such as “secondary uncertainty,” which cover part of the

goes to zero as the amount of available data goes to infin-

model’s parameter uncertainty. Although secondary un-

ity. This means that, with enough data, it would be possible

certainty augments the modeled process variability, many

to choose the right model and determine its parameters cor-

sources of uncertainty are still not fully accounted for.

rectly. More data does not, however, reduce the amount of

Statistics such as average annual loss (AAL), return pe-

aleatory variability.

riod loss (commonly known as PML), and tail conditional
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In some cases it may be difficult to distinguish aleatory

review and assess them are well within the profession’s do-

quake occurrence, one may hypothesize that it is a predict-

in designing analyses to develop a more complete under-

main. Viewing risk this way may be helpful to the actuary

variability from epistemic uncertainty. In the case of earth-

standing of the total risk. Such analyses could include, for

able physical process that only requires more scientific

example, stress-testing of model assumptions and scenario-

knowledge to be modeled precisely. However, scientists

testing exposure data to establish uncertainty ranges.

generally use stochastic models to supplement physical scientific models where science has not yet evolved enough
to explain all observed variability. In this context, these

stochastic models represent the aleatory variability of the

Conclusion

process. For this reason, scientists regard, for example, the

The challenges of the emerging area of total risk assessment

occurrence of earthquakes to have inherent randomness or

represent an opportunity for actuaries to apply their unique

aleatory variability.

qualifications. The company actuary is in a unique position
to evaluate the company-specific exposure characteristics

to determine which model and parameter assumptions may

As the total amount of risk is comprised of the total of alea-

need to be evaluated in more depth and/or stress-tested in

tory variability and epistemic uncertainty, it is important

order to feel comfortable with the overall risk assessment.

for the actuary to be comfortable that the overall risk as-

By using their skills in interpreting catastrophe model out-

sessment accounts for enough epistemic uncertainty to be

put and gaining a deeper understanding of the uncertain-

robust with respect to its intended use. A robust assessment

ties inherent in the models, they will be well-positioned to

should be stable with respect to the uncertain aspects of a

advance this critical component of the overall insurance

model. The total risk also depends on the distribution of

company risk assessment. As actuaries’ catastrophe model

exposure and its data quality.

expertise improves, and catastrophe modeling software ad-

vances technologically, the feasibility of such evaluation

and testing should make them commonplace and help in

Although aleatory and epistemic may be new terms to ac-

the ORSA exercise.

tuaries, the concepts, measurement and evaluation of these

types of risk are familiar ground, and the skills needed to

Anders Ericson, ACAS, MAAA, is vice president, Model Product Management at RMS Inc. in Newark, Calif. He can be
contacted at anders.ericson@rms.com.
Kay Cleary, FCAS, FCA, MAAA, is an actuary and director at RMS Inc. in Tallahassee, Fla. She can be contacted at
kay.cleary@rms.com.
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Company Management’s Reaction Capacity and Management
Actions: Need and Difficulty to Take These into Account in ORSA
by Stephane Loisel
Translation by David Schraub and Pierre Laurin
One goal of Own Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA) is to

One should already theoretically take leadership team

company. ORSA should be framed within a prospective

is essential to include them in the multi-period ORSA

decisions into account within internal models, but it

estimate the present and future solvency of an insurance

context: stopping a non-profitable, underfunded or risky

and multi-period process with a projection period length

business; limiting the scope of a line of business; or in-

comprised of between three and 20 years, depending on

creasing its risk management allocation will have a much

the company’s business, but most often between five and

more significant impact on a five- to 10-year horizon.

20 years. Hence, this allows ORSA to be the link between
the enterprise risk management (ERM) framework and the
one-year horizon solvency framework. Indeed, one-year

The forecasted level of solvency and the quality of the

security/solvency usually goes against profitability. On a

risk management process will therefore rely in part on

10-year horizon, a solvency requirement partially depends

a solid knowledge of risks and products, but also on the

upon minimum financial performance of the company:

ability of the leadership team to react quickly enough

good performance, while mainly benefiting shareholders,

in adverse situations, while handling the risk of false

helps build safety nets that should benefit policyholders but

positive alarm signals.

can also be used as risk-absorbing mechanisms in unfavor-

able events. Conversely, a less profitable company could

stay for several years in a riskier zone where it could be

This quick intervention ability raises some statistical

challenged by unanticipated events. The multi-period as-

issues related to early warning signals of trend shift.

pect allows reconciling profitability and value creation with

These were studied by the Russian school of probabili-

solvency and stability. Further, ORSA should allow the

ty theory in the Cold War era: How to point out a signal

demonstration of the advantages of some products whose

shift on a radar screen, which corresponds to a nuclear

profitability emerges over time, and which are often unfa-

strike, early enough to allow response while limiting

vorably treated by capital allocation and standard perfor-

the risk of a false positive that could trigger a nuclear

mance measurement approaches. ORSA should reflect the

war due to a too-long Brownian excursion. El Karoui et

positive impact of a tailored ERM process and should take

al. (2012) show that a longevity trend shift usually re-

part in the risk appetite and risk limit discussion.

quires 10 years of data to be detected statistically. This
shows the practical limitation of yearly cycle review
for these kinds of risks.

Reinsurance strategies are defined at the beginning of
each year for a one-year period, except potential non-

automatic reinstatements. The management actions

Fast turnaround requires both a well-established risk

related to the investment side—the strategic asset al-

monitoring process within the company, as well as ex-

location, asset-liability management (ALM) and the

pertise and experience of the management team. ORSA

hedging of some financial risks—are usually projected

should evaluate qualitatively these processes, as well

through the entire duration of the portfolio under the

as the ability of senior management to make knowl-

current strategies.

edgeable strategic decisions: exiting a market quickly
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enough in case of profitability drop and timely selling

Should ORSA and an internal model or standard for-

ral disaster rely both on the expertise of the leadership

proach on the first projection period? It may be useful

mula (RBC, Solvency II, or other) have the same ap-

the right quantity of an asset after a significant natu-

to perform nested multi-period simulation while look-

team and its advisors, and also on the tool timely quan-

ing for risks that could create adverse scenarios and

tifying the loss.

mitigation actions. However, computing times may be

prohibitive, and one should be careful about this an-

One should not model management behavior but rather

choring bias. A less granular and less constrained but

evaluate its ability for prompt reaction and its potential

more creative approach through identification of risk

mitigation impact on losses under specific scenarios.

sources and management actions sounds more relevant

to me. Expert judgment should have a place of choice.
One should not hide behind models calibrated on his-

To that purpose, bunkering exercises (see Cousin et al.

torical data for some risks, like massive surrenders,

2012) allow requesting leaders to react under various

but answer questions like: Do I address policyholder

scenarios and analyze their reactions. Neurologist Klaus

expectations in this context? What type of other prod-

Wunderlich and co-authors (Wunderlich et al. 2011) dem-

ucts could they turn to? ORSA should include a bal-

onstrated the causation and correlation between risks are

ance of qualitative and quantitative sections; the deep

best assimilated through experience and unconscious pro-

knowledge of the business, the underwriting process,

cess rather than analytical process. These types of tech-

the adverse selection bias and the market driver should

niques could be more fruitful than advanced technical

prevail over overengineered models. An interesting ex-

education on internal models. According to Kahneman

ercise is to request leaders and risk managers to iden-

et al. (1982), most individuals generally understand the

tify the 10 main risks the company faces in the next five

directional impact of new information but underestimate

years. This allows the emergence of various viewpoints

its magnitude when analyzing a probabilistic puzzle.

from various groups (see works from David Ingram on

Through tailored management games, leaders should be

group sociology).

allowed to build their own frame of reference within the

new solvency framework (see Loisel and Védani 2012).
For example, a manager generally knows that the Solven-

ORSA should include some thoughts on procyclical

cy II standard formula tends to penalize nonproportional

risks for the company and the industry. If counter-cy-

reinsurance strategies, but he will need reference points in

clical mechanisms are included by some regulators for

order to evaluate the magnitude.

a few financial risks, other activities could be threatened by a double whammy effect: for example, a natu-

ral disaster may be followed by an increase in the 1-in-

It is generally difficult or inefficient to justify a shift in the

200-year-event level.

whole pricing process to take into account an unknown or
unobserved threat, even if it is likely to occur. Similarly,

fair value dogma hardly allows any shift from market val-

ORSA content should depend on the specific audience

ue even when it lacks credibility. This implies potential

and who would have access to the information: Many

lag in reaction time that should not be underestimated.

details on strategy should remain private information
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of their operational support system in the completion of

regardless of potential merger and acquisition (M&A)

new safety air traffic regulations.

risks being quite important. This limits the prospective
nature of ORSA that requires updates after each significant strategic shift.
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by Stephen J. Strommen
Events surrounding the 2008 financial crisis have revealed

long before the related expense is incurred, a liability is set

measured and assessed. While there has been a great deal of

involve risk, if we could measure the expense of carrying the

up for the expense. In the case of long-term contracts that

glaring weaknesses in the way financial risk and solvency are

risk, we could apply the paradigm of matching revenue and

progress over the last few decades in theoretical approaches to

expense very directly.

valuation of risk, these advances have been sometimes misun-

derstood and often misapplied in the financial world, not just by
business but also by regulators and accounting standard-setters.

Fortunately, there is a simple concept that can be applied to

The multiplicity of technical approaches leads to confusion.

measure the expense of carrying risk. Businesses that write

With that in mind, I present ideas in two areas in an attempt to

long-term contracts involving risk must hold capital suffi-

clarify thinking about these issues. The first area is accounting

cient to ensure their ongoing solvency. There is a cost to ac-

measurement, and the second is solvency assessment.

quiring and holding capital, because providers of risk capital

require an elevated return as compensation for bearing risk.
The cost of capital is therefore a cost of bearing the risk. The

In the world of insurance accounting, there is much debate

present value of the cost of capital is, I suggest, the appropri-

over the way risk should be reflected in the financial state-

ate risk metric that should be used for valuation of liabilities

ments. Discussion focuses on the way risk should be re-

because it is consistent with the paradigm of matching rev-

flected in liabilities (reserves) and in capital requirements.

enue with expense for long-term contracts.

Quite often a probability-of-adequacy concept is used, with
the idea that reserves should be set to be adequate at one

probability level, with reserves plus capital being adequate

The cost-of-capital approach is one of three approaches enu-

at a higher probability level. This approach ignores the fact

merated by the International Accounting Standards Board

that reserves and capital serve different purposes, and the

(IASB) for valuation of insurance contracts. The other two

risk metric used for each needs to be tailored to its purpose.

approaches are variations on a probability-level concept.

However there seems to be little recognition that the costof-capital approach and the probability-level approach pro-

In an accounting context, the function of liabilities (reserves)

duce fundamentally different results. The cost-of-capital

is to defer income in situations when revenue is collected be-

approach leads to a larger provision for risk on longer-term

fore, sometimes long before, the related service is rendered

contracts than on short-term contracts with the same degree

or obligation is paid. In the case of long-term contracts that

of risk (that is, the same size of potential gain or loss). The

involve risk, such as insurance contracts, liabilities represent

probability-level approach leads to a provision for risk that

the present value of the future service or obligation, includ-

does not depend on the length of the contract, but only on

ing some kind of provision for its inherent risk. The question

the range of possible results. In order to equate the results of

is how to determine the provision for risk.

the probability-level metric with those on the cost-of-capital
metric, one would need to use a lower probability level for

I propose using the accounting paradigm of matching rev-

short-term contracts than longer-term contracts. If one fails

enue and expense. In situations where revenue is collected
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This is where a fascination with modern mathematical and

to do so, the size of the risk adjustments produced by these

computer models has led many astray. A calculation of “eco-

two different metrics can differ by as much as a factor of five.

nomic capital” using a computerized stochastic simulation
model is often confused with a solvency assessment. It is

Let us accept the cost of capital as the risk metric for use in

sometimes thought that if currently reported capital is great-

reserves, and turn to the question of the risk metric for capital.

er than “economic capital” determined in this fashion, that
solvency must be assured, perhaps with 99.9 percent prob-

ability. This kind of measurement has its place as a tool, but

Companies should hold sufficient total assets (reserves plus

is decidedly lacking as a means of solvency assessment for

capital) so that there is a very high probability that they will

several reasons.

be able to fulfill all their obligations, even those of uncertain
timing or amount such as insurance. Therefore, a probabil-

ity-level metric is fully consistent with the purpose behind

•

capital requirements (given that reserves have already been
defined). The matching of revenue and expense does not en-

A stochastic model uses probability distributions that

are based on historical experience, but quite often the
historical experience is far too small to derive the tails

ter into discussion of required capital; the question is directly

of the distribution with any confidence. The tails of the

one of the likelihood that all obligations can be met.

distribution of future results arising from use of that
historical distribution should not be given more confidence than the size of the historical sample suggests. It

It therefore makes sense to use a probability-level approach

is hard to see how one can get 99.9 percent confidence

as the risk metric when determining minimum capital re-

for a one-year model when one doesn’t have 1,000

quirements, and to use the cost-of-capital approach as the

years of experience to draw from.

risk metric when calculating reserves. The need for these
two different risk metrics for these two different purposes

•

is fundamental to clarifying the discussion in the area of accounting measurement.

Because of the complexity of many economic capital
models, their results are sometimes viewed as sacro-

sanct by board members who do not have the technical

background to question them in detail. After all, many

of the techniques being applied are based on concepts

Solvency assessment depends, of course, on how solvency is

that earned Nobel prizes. They must be scientifically

to be measured. We assume here that solvency is defined by

accurate, right?

the financial statement. A company is solvent if it has assets

•

that exceed liabilities, or, in many regulated industries, if it

has capital that exceeds regulatory minimums. With that in

No stochastic model can accurately predict the chang-

es in behavior that might occur in the future if one or
two extreme events occur at the same time. Future be-

mind, a solvency assessment is an assessment as to whether

havior has a way of changing in unpredictable ways,

a business can remain solvent over some period of time even

and that can significantly affect the financial future of

if adverse events take place.

any human enterprise.
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•

“Economic capital” is often defined as the size of loss

This stress-testing approach to solvency assessment has the

But if a business actually held that amount of capital and

tic models. Every board member can understand and provide

advantage of being grounded in reality rather than in stochas-

that could be experienced if an adverse event occurred.

input regarding the scenarios and the management actions

then experienced that size loss, it would be left without

that would be taken if they occurred. This kind of engage-

any capital, thereby essentially being insolvent.
•

ment of board members is vital to the effectiveness of any

The figure calculated for “economic capital” is often

solvency assessment.

very sensitive to starting conditions, and can often in-

crease significantly as conditions get more adverse. So

“economic capital” is a moving target that can be very

In summary, before one can undertake an ORSA, one must

difficult to manage to.

have a financial reporting framework in place using appro-

priate risk metrics for reserves and capital. The cost of capital is the appropriate risk metric for use in reserves, while the

To be thorough, a solvency assessment should include plans

probability level is an appropriate concept regarding capital.

for any action that would be needed to maintain solvency in

However, when one actually undertakes an ORSA, one can

specific foreseeable scenarios. With that in mind, and with

better engage management by getting away from the prob-

an understanding of the shortcomings of stochastic models,

ability-level concept and focusing rather on specific stress

it seems reasonable to suggest that solvency assessment be

tests. In that way, management can be engaged using what

based on a careful review of not only the current business

they know, rather than being snowed by elaborate and intimi-

plan but also several very specific stressful scenarios. The

dating stochastic financial models.

actions that would be taken in each scenario to maintain
solvency and company vitality should be carefully planned.
Only then should a simulation model be used to help illustrate the outcome.

Stephen J. Strommen, FSA, CERA, is a senior actuary at Northwestern Mutual in Milwaukee, Wis. He can be contacted
at sjstrommen@wi.rr.com.
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Economic Capital, Countercyclicality and a “Plausible” ORSA
by Evren Cubukgil and Wilson Ling
The Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA) is a

Under ORSA, as envisioned under Solvency II, an insurer’s

insurer, and thus the protection provided to its stakehold-

tal1 or by an internal model (economic capital), and repre-

required capital can be measured in terms of regulatory capi-

process to dynamically manage the capitalization of an
ers from insolvency and default. In order to successfully

sents a change in net asset value corresponding to a specified

that sets separate levels of acceptable protection for its

tile of the one-year distribution of net asset value. Suppose

ing the amount of capital to hold beyond its reserves and

abilities) in addition to available capital corresponding to its

implement this process, an insurer needs a risk appetite

confidence level; i.e., a 1-in-200-year event or 99.5th percen-

policyholders and debt holders; by so doing, determin-

an insurer has no debt and holds assets equal to reserves (li-

what proportion of that capital to fund with debt. Strictly

required capital at the 99.5th confidence level. This insurer

relying on regulatory capital as a measure to calibrate

could conceptually experience a 1-in-200 year shock to its

risk appetite is insufficient for this process; an internal

net asset value and have enough assets left over to pay off

or economic capital model is required to assess the full

its policyholder liabilities—marginally avoiding insolvency.

distribution of net asset values. Levels of available and

Available capital represents the value of the insurer’s equity

required capital do not remain constant as asset and li-

and acts as a buffer over reserves which can be drawn down

ability values fluctuate throughout the business cycle. It

in times of stress. The capital structure of an insurer is not al-

is important that an insurer manages its solvency lev-

ways funded entirely by shareholder equity and can include

el, defined by the ratio of available capital to required

debt. In such cases, liabilities of policyholders are protected

capital, with countercyclicality: allowing the solvency

by the value of equity prior to debt default, and by the value

level to fluctuate with the business cycle. This is facili-

of bondholder claims after default.

tated through scenario stress-testing, which is part of the

ORSA process. Evaluating forward-looking stress sce-

In the following example, an insurer holds $100 of assets,

narios should be aimed at modeling plausible future de-

against $85 of liabilities and $3 of debt. A 1-in-200-year

terioration in economic conditions through the business

scenario decreases assets by $20 and decreases liabilities

cycle and managing a capital or solvency buffer above

by $8; thus the required capital of the insurer is $12, against

a minimum level—defined as part of a well-articulated

which it holds $100 (assets) - $3 (debt) - $85 (reserves) =

risk appetite.

$12 of available capital in the form of common equity.
Debt
$3

Equity
$12
Debt
$3

Assets
$80

Assets
$100

Reserves
$77

Reserves
$85

1

For example, the Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) under Solvency II.
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As part of the ORSA process, an insurer must manage

distribution of net asset value of an insurer over a one-

debt holders. Relying solely on regulatory capital will

equity the insurer would have to hold to ensure that (i) at

year period. The figure illustrates the amount of debt and

the risk to which it exposes both its policyholders and

a confidence level associated with an A debt rating, the

often be insufficient for managing exposure of either

insurer will have sufficient assets to not default and pay

stakeholder individually—let alone both simultaneously.

its debt holders; and (ii) at a confidence level associated

Regulatory capital requirements, such as the SCR under

with a AA rating, it will have sufficient assets to pay its

Solvency II, are calibrated to provide an approximation

liability holders but not its debt holders.2

to the 99.5 percentile of an insurer’s net asset value disth

tribution over a one-year horizon. Unless an insurer is

satisfied to manage against insolvency at the 99.5th con-

Assets = Reserves

fidence level—equivalent to a BBB financial strength

rating—it must hold available capital beyond the SCR
requirement. The question to answer is, “How much ad-

CL(AA)

CL(A)

ditional capital to hold?” With only the level of required
capital provided by the SCR, an insurer only has one per-

centile in the distribution of its net asset value: 99.5th. In

0

order to prevent default at the 99.95th percentile, it may

Debt

have to hold 120 percent, 130 percent or 150 percent of

Net Asset Value

Equity

With an economic capital model, an insurer may deter-

the SCR. An insurer will have to model multiple—if not

mine the probability that the value of its net assets falls

all—percentiles of its net asset value distribution to be

beyond equity coverage (default), and the probability its

able to determine the amount of capital required to pro-

net asset value falls beyond debt coverage and it cannot

tect against a default at specific confidence levels. An

pay its policyholder liabilities (insolvency). However,

internally developed economic capital framework would

the distribution of net assets fluctuates throughout the

be required to model the entire distribution of net asset

business cycle and due to non-economic contingencies.

values over a one-year period.

If an insurer holds a set pool of assets as available capi-

tal, the buffer or protection against default and insolIn order to simultaneously manage both its probability of

vency provided to stakeholders will fluctuate.3 Attempt-

should model the entire distribution of its net asset value

stakeholders throughout the business cycle creates pro-

assets to pay its debt holders and to cover liabilities to

to increase with required capital in the trough of the

default and the capital buffer above reserves, an insurer

ing to hold constant the level of protection4 provided to

to know the separate probabilities of having sufficient

cyclicality in available capital, which would be required

its policyholders. The following figure illustrates the

business cycle and decrease in the peak. Pro-cyclicality

	This is the distinction between an issue rating—representing the probability of default for a single instrument issued by a financial institution and an issuer, or financial strength rating—the overall probability that a financial institution will default and not be able to pay all
of its liabilities.
3
	It is important to note that the value of available capital will also fluctuate throughout the business cycle, depending on its asset
constitution.
4
	Hold constant the probabilities of default and insolvency.
2
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in capital requirements is not desirable, as it requires an

will allow the insurer to choose the appropriate confi-

market—when raising capital is at a premium—while

that confidence level and the associated probabilities of

dence level for its capital buffer and monitor changes to

insurer to constantly de-risk or issue equity in a down

default faced by debt holders and policyholders through

buying back assets and equity during economic booms,

the business cycle.

when assets are at a premium. Ideally an insurer should

aim to achieve countercyclicality in its capital buffer and
solvency: building it up during good times and allowing

Within the ORSA process, scenario stress-testing is a

it to be run down in times of stress. This should be an

vital tool in managing an insurer’s capital or solvency

overarching principle in the setting of risk appetite and

buffer as it fluctuates throughout the business cycle. To

of scenario stress-testing under the ORSA process.

this end, the scenario stress-testing framework needs to
consider plausible stress scenarios, as opposed to fo-

cusing on extreme and remote “end of the world” type

As part of the ORSA process, an insurer should begin

scenarios.6 An insurer needs to have a view of plausible

by defining a risk appetite that sets a minimum acceptable level of protection to debt holders from default and

stress events that may initiate the next contraction of the

to policyholders from insolvency, under times of stress

business cycle, and the resultant impact on its capital

or poor economic conditions. Using the figure above as

buffer. Under positive economic conditions, the results

an example, this could be an AA rating for policies is-

of scenario stress-testing can be used to evaluate the suf-

sued and an A rating for debt issued. Holding an addi-

ficiency of capital buffers—above the minimum. Simi-

tional capital buffer in the form of common equity will

larly, at the bottom of the business cycle it is important to

increase the financial rating provided to debt holders and

evaluate the impact of further deterioration in economic

policyholders.5 The ORSA process should seek to man-

conditions on capital buffers; this will allow an insurer

to determine how far it is from its minimum acceptable

age the capital or solvency buffer above this minimum

level of protection provided to policyholders and debt

tolerance. The buffer should be built up under positive

holders. Assessing the impact of a severe scenario as-

economic conditions and allowed to run down toward the

sociated with less than a 1-in-200 year probability is not

minimum tolerance under times of stress. A key purpose

informative for managing capital or solvency buffers

of stress- and scenario-testing under the ORSA process

through contractions and expansions of an eight- to 10-

should be to manage fluctuations in the solvency buffer

year business cycle. It would simply not be feasible or

through the economic cycle, and ensure that stakehold-

competitive for an insurer to hold a solvency buffer to

ers are protected by the minimum acceptable level of

maintain an A or even a BBB rating against default fol-

solvency under stress. Modeling the entire distribution

lowing a 1-in-200-year stress scenario.7

of net asset value with an economic capital framework

	However, it should be noted that an economic capital model would be required to determine the decrease in probability of default
and insolvency afforded by a given buffer.
6
	That is not to say that such reverse stress scenarios do not belong in the ORSA process—it is valuable for an insurer to be aware of
magnitudes of shocks required to render it insolvent, and assess the likelihood of such shocks.
7
	Such a buffer may imply holding capital to the 99.9975th percentile of the distribution of net asset value, or a 0.25 basis point probability of default, which is beyond an AAA rating.
5
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insurer with the aim of maintaining a countercyclical

There are three key ingredients to successfully imple-

capital buffer.

ment an ORSA process: an economic capital framework
that can separately model the probability of default and

insolvency faced by debt holders and policyholders; a
robust risk appetite that sets out the minimum accept-
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